
TRANSCRIBED WRITTEN COMMENT SHEETS SUBMITTED AT THE 6/3/15 MEETING

Respondent #
Please provide your comments regarding the use of Lane County parks for events that draw 1,000 
people or more.

1
Leave the parks alone. Find another way to fund parks & employees. We need spaces like 
this for are wildlife & are peace & quiet. You also need to rethink spraying in are parks, 
(nothing is being said about that.) Don’t destroy this great resource. 

2
Opposed to invasive special surveys because of additional costs. Use the money to fix
parks not studies

3

*frequency: max # per year to accommodate busy spring/summer season vs. Quartery 
max. * number of days: should vary based on evennt or up to a maximum of 3 days (not 
including staging & clean up) * Hours per day: consistent w/ LC noise ordinance. *Nature 
of event: Assessment tool should address more objective criteria: safety, traffic plans, 
MGT staff, sfaring etc. priority given can be seen as bias. non profits can rescue priority 
through fee schedule. 

4
Support temporary camping w/ large events w/ proper regulations & agreements in place.
AGMTS can specify # of days, safety, sanitation, noise etc, security, (address safety 
regulations suggested by task force)

5

How were the members of the committee chosen? Are any of them rural residents residing 
near the park? Why weren't the residents of the Hendricks Bridge Park area notified of this 
proposed capital improvement program? Large events- how large? What type? where will 
participants park? what security does the community have? will alcohol and drugs be 
allowed? Camping- how many capsites? will there be tent, trailor, motorhomes, yurts, 
cabins? Again, how many of each - where are you siting them? We would like a copy of 
your proposed plans. will you be supplying electricity, water, and waste hook ups? how will 
the waste be disposed-septic/holding tanks? Will there be public showers? agains, our 
concern about waste water. What type of barriers will you install to contain the 
campground? How will you protect our property? What activities have you envisioned for 
the campers? there are no significant paths or trails, bike paths or adjacent fishing holes. 
Campfires- are you permitting campfires? Have you researched the impact it will have on 
the air quality in the surrounding area? There generally is not much air flow due to the 
geography. there is the mountain on the south-which prohibits a strong air flow. we already 
have stagnation with permittd burns and wood stoves. this poses a problem considering 
adding a number of campfires 365 days a year. We follow mandatory rules regarding 
burns-they will not. The smoke will prevent us from enjoying fresh air-open windows-a 
right we should be allowed. many of us have health issues with smoke-this has the 
potential to create serious health issues for us. Please consider this with your decisions. 
We all deserve clean air-this is Oregon!! Will you be fencing the park from private property 
adjacent to it? Traffic- what are your plans to insure a safe ingress and egress. the 
entrance to the park is just several feet away from the hwy 126. There is a narrow bridge 
just after exiting the hwy-there are no designated turn lanes on the hwy. This is designated 
as a truck corridor and heavily used. Posted speed is 55 mph- bridge speed 45 and 
seldom do drivers obey this speed.
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 At the west end of the hwy 126 bridge and deerhorn road there exists an established 
dangerous intersection. there have been anumber of serious accidents, fatalities and it has 
been listed as one of the most dangerous intersections in lane co. we have a situation 
where both downriver and upriver traffic does not stop when a vehicle is turning across 
opposing traffic-they pass on the shoulder-this is misleading to all drivers trying to make a 
decision to enter the hwy. The traffic movement of entering and exiting the park as well as 
the hwy needs to be researched. there is high potential for traffic jams and accidents. 
Parking--overflow parking---currently no parking on roadsides--will this be changed? Note-
both hendricks park road and flowerdale are dead ends with no turn arounds. Flood plain- 
It floods ebery year-at least once-this is a given. The park is in this flood zone-there has 
been a water diversion that flows from the mckenzie beginning upriver at the wilsons. I 
flows through private properties-this has been a source of irrigation water to those who 
own water rights. It rejoins the mckenzie after flowing East of the park-this area remails 
wet & marshy throughout the year. There is also a flood backup ditch that runs parallel to 
Hendricks park rd. all of this is on the park's land. this contains flood water as needed each
year. So.. how will you mitigate this without compromising our curent history of floods to 
our properties? What are your plans to iigate the historical warm springs indian tribes 
histrical site located in the park? Another very large concern to us is our property 
devaluation. Who wants to live by a large event site or/and especially a campground? 

6

Camping- not suitable at buford park-a developed, existing campground would be needed. 
Environment- mt pisgah/buford park should follow sustaniable, established environmental 
practices, major events hosted there should be compliant. Large camping, parking, noise 
demands an the grounds should be prohibited. Smaller events, closely monitored, oh. 
Safety-where do all these people go to evacuate in case of fire?? Volunteers are not 
practical as safety regualtions. Event promotes must pay for trained safety staff. cooks hire 
local pone, for instance, sheriffs patrol required. Types of events: no camping events-
limited to day/evening events. Camping suited only to established campgrounds. Suitable 
events include: wildflower show, mushroom ", play in the rain, organized runs etc. Major 
music events can be held at cuthnurt amphitheater. Courts should support non-profit 
community events but not for profit mega-events. Abusing the parks & the neighborhoods 
for $, not an approprate way to raise funds. 

7

Noise: I Board a horse at a facility on Seavey loop. I have boarded here for at least 12
years. There was a major disturbance to livestock during the 3 day kaleidoscope concert. 
The family where I board was unable to sleep for the duration-the noise was prohibitive- 
and they were up at the night tending frightened animals. Mt pisgah/buford park is NOT a 
suitable place to host such loud events. It is not negotiable in my mind. Too much risk of 
damage to live stock, too much stren on neighbors. No amplified music or amplified 
thumping at any time. 
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8

I have worked for the Eugene parks & open space division for over 31 years & understand 
parks. I am also a "friend of Zumwalt park" & have been for the past 8 years when they 
formed. Large events with amplified music is not appropriate for the quiet neighborhood 
setting at Zumwalt. The country fair campers, on the other hand, are good for our 
community. no loud music, they do volunteer work parties in the park & they provide 
revenue to our community and they respect the park. To me, this is not an all or nothing 
vote for large events at each park on your list. i would recommed large events with 
amplified music at L.C parks that aren't surrounded by a quiet neighborhood, like perkins, 
orchard point, or richardson where there are arterial roads, restrooms, electric facilities. 
Zumwalt can have large events similar to the country fair campers, like scouts or other 
respectful citizens, but not a rock concert that would encourage drugs & alcohol, unsafe 
traffic, and other issues in a neighborhood that surrounds Zumwalt park. Please think of 
our community & what is best for them when making your decision. (we need checks & 
rating systems in place & a way to inform the neighbors at each park)

9

Noise- a diveisified economic base is essential to a thriving community. Attractions & 
entertainment are valuable to this process. Festivals & public events are a great attraction 
& affect all areas of economic sustainability in positive ways. Manging the event can be 
tricky. There is a difference between noise volume that reaches 3 acres versus the 
surrounding 30 acres events should be held but the noise volume needs to be appropriate 
to the event. if there is a way to monitor the radius of the noise it would be the most 
effective for every body's interest. Camping- canping is great and offers lodging options to 
a wider base of travelers- camping & noise need to be contained to a specific radius in 
order to minimize noise pollution & environment degradatron. types of events- day events 
seem to be less impactful (yet beneficial) to the environment, marathons, festivals, etc. the 
night concerts seem to be where choise & pollution take place. Overall- please continue to 
attract evets with a focus on noise radius. its a great resourse for social & cultural 
gatherings & a viable economic source. 

10

*perfer no amplified music louder than immediate grounds ie arboretum festival grounds 
*relying on neighbors is too late to protect park & wildlife and livestock-and cant be 
stopped in time. *perfer no camping period * I agree with all environment statements but 
am concerned ODEW could be politically swayed. *alcohol ok if all laws followed - those 
bringing in own should be ejected * yes- traffic management & shuttles-no exceptions 
unless staff/volunteer *safety drills/emergency procedure planning-yes *bonding-yes for 
large events * pre sale fix-yes for large for profit promotion or kalidascope days works well 
for county fair. *compliance monitory-yes in lude neighbors-and change promoter to police 
headers identified *Sheriff patrol-do we really have enough to cover lane county & do that? 
Large promotion pay costs? * freway? dilivery parks dilivery- HBRA more national events - 
dilivered ie avantage- giant picnics- giant. *multidays- again conciter park+ other issues+ 
hours- 10 is plenty active- set up early + tear down later +event nature- should follow 
nations park theme 1st place 

11 work camp outside of Alma- country owned. - can that be used large events? Facilities 
avai

12

Noise: strict enforcable limits on noise must e written into into contracts and hands on site
violating- Camping: camping only in approved establishments.- Enviorment: Accept trash 
force committee violations on partaking the enviornment.- Safety: accept tack force 
comittee volenteers on particapating the enviorment.- Safety: accept task force comittee 
vacilities on parking the enviornment.- Types of events: events of HBRA should be 
conaintent with the HBRA master plan!- Grandfather all MPA +FBP/MP events at HBRA  
on priority events.
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13
unless you're in denial about raswnce deplaion, globalwarming, and overpopulation, 
nonspecific of immedate impacts on wildlife and wildlife habitat neiohbons and 
communications, Lasoe events in have county pastes and both indpend and inlonable to 
paze and both inappnopate and intolanable to paze huge events, as hase in Bufors-Mt 
pish, have been manzed and adding insult to injury have been groosly undercharged 
keeping parents running musc nor come at ur response to the enviorments an 
communities, thanks to last fance memories for your particapation and insoates  

14
not big enough for large crouds. Not enough parking. Over parking would spill over on to 
coburg RD. loud amplified music not condusive to neighbor adult moble home parks next 
to the dark. NO LARGE MUSICAL EVENTS AT AMITAGE PARK

15

the congestion going in and out of the park on to the hi way jasfick is bad now. Rule to wait 
have to wait to get on the highway and people pass on the bridge. How do you pla on 
taking care of the air guailty where are the motor homes going to park and to the cars + 
trucks, they turn around on the road we dont see how this is going to work over is a dead 
end.

16

*Noise-no amplifies music, regardless if amplified or not, rely on neighbors/groups to 
determine noise approp to resp park, event activities must be <1/2 mile from boundaries, 
activities should run from dawn to dusk, if amplified music allowed follow other 
recommondations. *Camping- no camping allowed unless park has existing developed 
cmpgrnd, if camping allowed should be compatible w/ parks purpose/loction/use/etc. no 
camping ar HBRA-follow habitat managenment ptom when decinding alot events at 
park.*Environment- i agree strongly with all the recommendations/statements listed, the 
HBRA habitat management plan must be followed, the new 2015 habitat management pla 
should be considered b/f any decisions made.*Safety- no alcohol allowed (ala country fair),
otherwise i agree strongly with all the listed recommendations. *types of events- no large 
events at HBRA, otherwise i/quanton w/ 30 days between, smgle day, sunrise to sunset, 
eda on or nature based given priority. *other comments- criteria should be established for 
approving events, also john Helmenms recommendations/comments on the May 14th, 
2015 re establishing a lane county parks events oversight committee should be adopted. 

17

I understand that the goal of the LETF is to make recommendations concerning large 
events (1000+) in Lane County Parks, however as far as HBRA area is concerned I 
believe the county and the task force are having the wrong conversation. I view the 
emerald meadows/north bottom lands as the gatewat to the willamette conference presone
( including Turtle flats) and the surrounding wildlands of Buford park. Why not create an 
intaprefine center at the site of the old bark and homestead for nature-themed /oriented 
programs/camps/classes/retreats/events/etc. It could be jointly ran by the arboretum and 
and the friends of buford park. The center could be focused on the natural history and 
human history of the greater mt. pisgah area. There is a great deal of Native American 
history in the area, perhaps the Grande Rande tribe could be invilved in the development 
of the center. 
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18

Why aren't residents notified? *Safety-Mckenzie hwy/dangerous intersections 55 mph> 
45mph at bridge/death at deerhorn & mck * flood plain * enterence/ will be a 
bottleneck/dead end road/already people don’t stop before entering hend pk rd.* forested/ 
regelation cleaning?* minimal parking* type of event-education, field trips, nature based* 
Environment/weland, deer, fox, owl, qusil, occasional predator* NO CAMPING-my home 
faces the east end of Hendricks park. Have you been there? No developed campground at 
this time. Noise-concern curfews-dawn to dusk 

19

Few of the parks illistrated in the room are suitable for such gatherings (1000 people). The 
wildflower festival & mushroom festival at the arboretum seem to fit/are appropriate 
because they are directly related to the mission of arboretum. Large music events are 
most appropriate at Cuthbert. Sporting events at appropriate venues. I see a large open 
space at Kinney Park-if someone wants 1000 people togther & a sound stage they must 
pay for the "rent" of the ground, provide the potties, security etc. & restore after use. I dont 
think the county should be trying to generate income by allowing "big group" usage of any 
county park. I believe supervising usage for such purposes is more trouble than its worth. I 
think there should be no alcohol, smoking, or drugs premitted in any of our public parks 
under any circumstances. The points on the "Environment" poster should be followed for 
buford park especially, i dont have an opinion about that for the developed parks 
(campgrounds, marinas, boat put-ins, etc. ) Camping: if people want an event that will fit in 
a campground, thats fine-no temporary camps, just use the already established sites, 
maybe allow more than usual # persons per campsite-people pay ususal fee for camping &
because the whole campground will be reserved for a particulars event, the organizers pay 
fee for monopoly of "common" area that would be used by the whole campground-(like 
"group" campground). Size of group to be limited by carrying capacity of campground plus 
"day visitors" to the event. Noise restrictions depend on how close the neighbors are to 
origin of the noise. When kaleidescope was at buford park last year i could hear it 
prominently while bicycling on the middle fork path, i felt the noise level was mis-use of 
open space for the native critters as well as for humans seeking clean air & peaceful 
outdoors so close to an urban area. Bottom line for me is absolutely no more huge loud 
drug event any where near Mt pisgah and buford recreational area. 

20

Large events should be modeles after the MPA's festivals-single day, no camping, traffic 
spread out throughout the day, shuttle services, education & nature themed, local 
organizers, no drugs or alcohol, events contained within day light hours, local vendor. 
Safety: agree wih all propsed statements. Funds should be drug & alcohol free or have 
sobriety checks. Noise: agree with most proposed statements natural parks should have 
no amplified music or sounds at all. Landscaped, man-made parks may have amplified 
music until 10 pm. Phone line monitored by parks & event organizer. Types of events: 
Frequency-once per quarter w/ 30 days between events. Number of days- one day, or two 
days with no camping. Hours per day- sunrise to sunset. Nature of event- education ot 
nature based, local vendors and event hosts, non-profit groups has priorty. Camping: 
none. Environment: agree with all propsed statements. 
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21

I have been a resident of Lane comity and a parks user for 25 years. My husband and I 
have volunteered many years on the sites and suppoting the organizations of the 
arboretum and the friendory burford park. My kids know that mountain well, they scampod 
on the trails as kids, wolunterred as teens, and were employed there as adults. Buford park
already recieves heavy use by people who treasure its trails, its quiet, and its ready access
to nature. We take all visitors to the arboretum because driving through the seavey loop 
neighborhood and strolling in the arboretum tells them more about the beauty of life in 
Lane County than any travel brochure can do. Buford park is not a suitable location for an 
amphitheater. It was deeded to parks to be preserved, not abused. You have heard 
repeatedly from park users, from people working to protect the eco-system and wildlife, 
and from seavey loop users: Emerald meadowes is a bad place for amplified music, for 
festival camping, for fields fall of parked cars. You want more use? Run LTD out to the 
mountain several times every day. You want revenue? Find a method that actually nets a 
useful amount. You want to meet the needs of Lane county people? Listen- low impact 
events; no more than one large event per quarter, per park; shut down loud music at 10; 
sither alcohol free or RIGOROUS sobriety checks; minimize traffic impact;make no claims 
to profit. The neighbors of buford, and Zumwalt, and the boat ramps can tell you more 
about the sites than an occasional analyst. Listen to the neighbors and respect their 
commitment to the parks. They love them too. 

22

Camping: None. Enviroment: surveys of the parks that will be used for events must 
happen-maintained regularly for empact. And a 3rd party must be involoved in survey 
results-what is "sustainability protocol"? Safety: events need to be drug/alcohol free-
actually, all statements should be required for any large event. Types of events: i dont think
there should be large events in county parks BUT - HBRA: should not have music events- 
and other parks-im ok a depending on nature of event & where talking?? between. Events 
end @7 max. 10 hours. Events s/b education-nature based. Place- though lean toward 
single day. Noise: HBRA- no amplified music at anytime. Other parks-no amplified p 10pm.
All parks-need to have monitoring complaint le?? empaded? neighbor. 

23
No camping allowed too hard and expensive to maintain and keep safe. 

24
Types of events- max 1/yr (large music event) events 1 day-camping at the event destroys 
the environment. Event limited to 10 hours. Nature & CD & non loud music events should 
not be held to the same standards as the loud music events. 

25
Allow alcohol, no drugs. Have sheriff patrol ?? Drunk & Dangerous drivers, and yes on all 
item, add fire safety. Require event organizers to repair park damage from too many 
peope might ask local sheriffs possie for crowd control-and event organizers pays for it. 
Require organizers to pay for all expenses they incure?

26
Yes on sensitive species inventory. Its especially important near high use & large events 
areas, also important to invintory & try to remove invasive species. Impact statements 
should be reviewed & have ODFW approval. Work with them. 

27

I feel large events 1000+ people is incompatible with a park that tries to protect native
plants & animals. I live 4 miles from the events & they are too loud at my home. No wild life
will stay arounf such terrible noise. Let them be held at the cuthpbert theater in Eugene. 
Keep the large concentrated in the available venues and out of the parks. Same? county 
should not spend any $$ to support there events, the organizers pay all!, emergency, 
cleanup up etc. 
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28

Yes to all statements on environment and please develop & continue to refine clearly 
defined measures for each of these. Please measure reparion & all other habitat health. 
The assessment tool should be based on scientific resources of wildlife biologists, soil & 
water scientists. Any camping should be low-key, low impact with educational experiences 
teaching campers about protecting the environment. No open flames should be allowed in 
the park unless closely supervised campfires when the ground is wet. No amplified noise- 
or very low volumne only. Please keep the "park" in parks. How can people hear birdsong 
in the day and owls at night with noise? Songbirds are in decline across America-park 
managers should know what their habitat needs are. Events- should not dominate the 
park. I question any large events-Big groups of people should not "party" late into the night.
Yes, give education-especially nature education priority. 

29

Safety-I believe there needs to be an emphasis on safety on seavey loop (and other roads 
leading to lane county parks for events) including increased sherriffs presence, enforement
of speed limits, and expansion to include a nike lane to help mitigate traffic issues. noise- 
there should be hard limits on decibeks and MANDATORY stop times. (This has been an 
issue for many large events in the past) Types of events- there needs to be a maxmum # 
of events allowed. Camping- there definately needs to be an established standard for 
tempoary camp sites. LD environmental connects to this as i believe a "leave no trace" 
standard needs to be enforced. 

30

Safety- Drug & alcohol free/ traffic management plans- I think I agree w/ all of the Other 
recommendation under this heading. Noise- amplified music allowed in some, but not all 
parks. -I agree w/ most of the, recom., but in addition thought should be given to noise 
impact on wildlife, as well as people. Types of events- frequency: some parks shoud have 
no events. Hrs per day: events take place between 9:00 or 10:00 AM and sunset. (sunrise 
is too early in summer) Environment-i agree w/ all recommendations. Camping- no 
camping allowed unless park has existing, developed campsite.

31
I do not want to see camping at this park. I do not want to see or hear large events. I think 
the park is small & quaint & should stay that way. It's a great size for wedding, birthdays, 
picnicing, or boating. 

32 I do not want to see camping here! I do not want to see or hear large events. The park is a 
great size for picnics, weddings, brithday partys & boating. 
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33

I am a neighbor of Zumwalt park- I feel every park is unique and should have its own 
"master plan" just as Buford does, and not all be "lumped? Together". Events taking place 
in each park should be "approved" by a cross-section of the local residents, so that the 
community works with the parks dept to make events a success, not create local up roar 
and hostility. Zumwalt hosts county Fair campers-the city of Veneta has worked hard to 
develop a positive relationship with neighbors for this event, and campers are very 
respectful of the environment and partake in stewardship. No amplified music is allowed. 
Security is very strict. Beyond this event, i feel Zumwalt should NOT be considered for 
large, noisy events which would totally conflict with its quiet and natural nature. Small to 
medium eventa such as weddings and scout camp-outs which we currently host are 
appropriate, and other new events could be commdered. ex. an art & wine festival. this 
would attract ???? to Veneta and be welcomed by local vineyard & artisans. It would not 
need to continue beyond 6 pm and would necomtate? no loud music. Educational events 
might also be appropriate. I do NOT think the county showed intrest in expanding facilities 
at Zumwalt (parking/power/toilets)-these are already available at other sites which are 
more appropriate for large events ex Richardson. Where would the money come from 
anyway? The county used the park in the past due to insufficent funds to maintain it-it has 
been cared for by volunteers during the past 8 years (Friends of Zumwalt Park) who have 
worked hard to keep the park open and a beautiful, natural place. I am in the parl every 
day, keeping an eye on things, informing the ranger of trouble (ex vandalism, unattended 
fires left smoking, algae blooms). i walk my dogs and enjoy the fact that people come from 
miles around to do the same. i do not wish to see the park become commercialized or 
vandalized by folks who have no investment in its care, or a routine basis. 

34

I am writing in support of the recommendation that future uses of the North Bottomlands 
area of Buford Park be consistent with the HBRA Master plan. Large events, loud events, 
concerts are not appropriate users. They are not compatible with the HBRA Master plan, 
which refers to low intensity activities. they are not compatible with the local residential and
agricultural communities. They have a negative impact on the current existing lifestyle, 
including those neighbors who work in the area. Sleep deprivation is hard on everyone, 
including people who operate tractors and other heavy machinery. sleep depervation and 
stress can impact livestock animals, which in turn can impact a farmer's livelihood. They 
create traffic and the frustration of dealing with the congestion it brings. they are harmful to 
the animals. it is upsetting to see our pet dogs, cats, horses, livestock and other critters, 
including the wild animals, in distress. It is upsetting to see them unable to rest, or attempt 
to move away from the noise and there is no peaceful place to go. They bring an elemnt of 
character that leads to vandalism and theft. It is unbearable to work a long, haed day, a 
good day, and not be able to relax in the comfort of your own home. You can't get away 
from the boom, boom, boom, of the bass beats. Bass travels through walls and  floors, you 
can't close your doors and windows to get away from it. Closing doors and windows 
causes the house heats up, you cant sleep at night, and -worst of all-it doesnt keep the 
noise at bay.  there are other appropriate venues that were designed for large events. 
Haward buford park is not it. 
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35

If done right any event can be held. The lack of eqaulity in this committee is quite 
disturbing. LC Parks are for all residents. To panic over 1 event & create the restrictive 
propsal for all parks is really not ok. Especially w/ out equal representation. Why not simply
work together to utilize the parks for large events as can be handled by the individual 
parks. All issues can be resolved with a bit of conflict resolution, care, and compassion for 
one another. I personally live near Fern Ridge. The parks around the Reservoir are very 
important to me- i care how they are treated & how they are used. I have absolulety no 
problem with well planned & well managed events. Including but not limited to overnight 
camping events - as long as they are well planned & managed - i feel that all 13 parks 
being looked at should be used for large events as they are fit to handle. Just because i 
live in the FR area doesn't mean i dont use other parks in Lane County. The 3 things i want
to stress- 1) Mostly-UNFAIR & UNEQUAL reprensentation on this committee- 2) Well 
planned & well managed large events can and should be held in our parks- 3) Don't let one 
poorly managed event ruin it for all. * Ask users to give back after/ during an events- such 
as trail restoration, etc. We absolutely need to be mindful of which park/s can handle what 
type of large event. Noise- traffic control- neighborhood concerns can all be resolved!

36

I live on Blue mt school rd. I'm a retired disabled vet who cherishes his quietude. My road 
is a two lane country black top. I can’t imagine what magnitude of traffic would be 
generated by a "large event", not to mention trash and noise. Blue Mt park is teeney. The 
largest part of is is the parking lot, which looks as if it might hold 20 cars comfortably, 
(maybe) most of the park is just a foot path. There are signs posted to keep people on the 
path and not off the path. Where are all those crystal-carrying, dread lock wearing large 
event goers going to be? i'll tell you where- off the path!! Armitage park would be a good 
place for a large event. Orchard point or Richardson park would work well. These places 
have lotsa space. Blue mt park has to be seen to understand how ridiculous it woul be to 
cram a thousand people into it. Plus Cars! The park will be trashed to a fair  thee well and 
so will my road be. All the cars who wont fit into the lilipotian parking lot will be along the 
road. Or in my yard.. What about the fire hazard? people throw cigarette buts with a 
bandon at these events, how do i know? Because i wasn't born last nite on the midwatch-
that's how! In conclusion: Dont let it happen! okay?
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37

*Buford park has an approved management plan. All future events held at the park, 
including any events held in North Bottomland area, need to meet the plan's cirteria, and 
be consistent with the intent of that management plan, regardless of what general 
mitigating measures are developed and approved for Lane County Parks. *Any large event 
mitigation meausres are not meaningful if an event sponser's contract is not administered 
properly. The County government needs to have personnel available with technical 
caommand of the contracts terms (environmental, safety, noise, etc.), the authority to 
uphold the contract's terms, and the courage to administer them. These folks need to be 
confident that the have the full support of the County administration in administering the 
event contract. There should be no "honor system" contract administration. *Regarding 
environmental topics presented at the 6/3/15 open house, it was stated that an impact 
assessment tool. This seems like a reasonable process for assessing an event's 
environmental impacts on a park. ODFW should review the results of this impact 
assessment for each event, at any of the parks. *My perception is that neighbors and 
volunteers will be relied on for a lot of assistance in pulling off a successful large events 
program for the County. The County government should seek input and assistance from 
these groups of people, however, the County is responsible for this program and shouldn't 
abdicate to volunteers and neighbors to "pull the weight" in making this program work. The 
County has to step up and provide the skilled leadership, resources, and structure to make 
this work, while being responsive to the neighbors.  

38

*Concern how the study and habitat displacement would be/is being handled. Wildlife 
conservation and habitats at these parks need to be reviewed without exception. *Police 
coverage during an event would needed to be implemented based on Fair Ground 
stafisfics. no proposal should be put in place without this considerations. *Indian rights & 
historical lands along the river need to be reviewed and honored. *Property value impacts. 
What are they? Who performed the study? Where are the results? Who paid for the study? 
How was it modeled? How old is the study? *We would like to be informed via e-mail, blog 
or website regarding any developments on these or any of the park topics. 

39

At events nem? Buford park & Mt Pisgah there should be no amplified music after 10pm & 
the same should apply to other parks with neighbor. Have continuously monitired telphone 
complaint line with active action in regard to noise complaints. Have independent vs 
promoter sound monitoring of equipment & equipment location in regard to push 
boundaried & location of neighbors. Require sheriff patrol at huge events. Require event 
organizers to obtain adequate bon???? on cash depro?? in addition to liability insurance. 
Events are dark and dangerous; people wander around & easily get lost & disoriented, 
require lighting & signage regarding exits, event location, toilets etc. Priority should be 
given to non-profit groups & education on nature based priorities & family friendly events. 
Consider- if you were having a party, would you want the kind of people who are likely to 
come to attend - would your neighbors approve? Once per quarter at mt pisgah/buford 
park. For 2 day events camping should be allowed for that there are not alot of drunks on 
the roads causing accidents & property damage. Camp sites should be well planned & 
policed by wolunteers on event employees & well lit.  
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I think that there should be no new public events inct?? Bottom land, no noise, camping, or 
other impact on the environment. If events are allowed, neighbors and the environment 
and all laws should be enforced, especially the deed and greenway laws. No one is above 
the law! If events are allowed, events should be alcohol-free, the number of attendees 
should be limited by pre-purchased tickets, require a sherrffs patrol. Also Lane Co. should 
map sensitive habitats on any property within 1/2 mi. of any parl area used for large 
events. Lane co. shjould obtain mome species document tatior data every spring, conduct 
invasive species surveys in each park, make sure that events are following standards 
sustainability practice and develop an impact assessment tool which should be reviewed 
by Ore. Dept of fish & wildlife. 
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My husband, Steve and I wrote our ideas about managing large events in Lane county 
Parks-attached. *We want to first thank the Lane County Parks staff. They work hard for 
many parks spread around a large, diverse county. Our county parks must be for the 
enjoyment of everyone and all of our parks need money to stay open. Where will the parks 
get funding from? Like us, most Lane County residents live in towns but like to go out to 
the country and walk around in nature. We have a favorite park (Zumwalt) but also enjoy 
many others. We recently learned about the Large Events task force park and the 
quidelines you are creating. Steve came to the last meeting as a member of the Friends of 
Zumwalt Park, but our testimony today is as individual users of many Lane county parks. 
We ask you to consider all parks equally. We have several things we ask you to consider 
before cementing these guidelines for future events. 1) make the new plan easily available 
for public review. We've been told we can provide input into a new plan. But, where is it? i 
could not find it online- nor are the minutes to the last two meetings posted. The task force 
has been operating for a year. Yet the Friends of Zumwalt Park, for example, only learned 
about it in recent weeks. there have been news reports about Buford park and the 
Kaleidoscope Festival (Which should never have happened there). but, there have only 
been a couple of news reports about this task force that has been meeting for a year. The 
friends of Zumwalt park have met with County staff over a year and never heard about this 
task force! (the task force has since sent the Friends of Zumwalt park a letter of apology 
but their input could have been of benefit to all the parks had they been invited a year ago.)
if you are making decisions for all the parks you need to ask people from around Lane 
County, but not waiting until the last minute. 2) dont allow one park's neighbors to 
dominate the process. Recruit representatives of all the parks. I look at the LEFT 
committee members and i see all the reps from one neighborhood working to first protect 
one park- Buford. 
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What about the rest of us? The county didn't seek any other input. The task force was set 
up originallt just to cover Buford park, and it was later expanded to cover all parks. This is 
not fair ro other parks. 3) for our parks to remain open to the public, they need to generate 
funds for their upkeep. Where will the money come from if not from well-managed events? 
Who among us has not enjoyed going to big event someplace that sold alcohol and had 
amplified music? We dont want to see more parks closed or recreational opportunities 
limited. Wouldnt these propsed rules also prevent the popular Faerieworlds Festival? This 
year it's in another County- Lane County lost the Fairieworlds festival and its income. What 
about the tourism industry that is vital to our economy? In drawing up criteria for large 
events, please remember that each parks is unique with certain natural and historic 
features. No park should be taken "off the list" or given special exemptions. Rather, 
consider each park's unique characteristics. A broad, ongoing advisory group should be 
put together before considering these new rules. Each park must be looked at under the 
lens of multiple criteria. Consider Buford Park: Buford is bigger than other parks and has 
better facilities. It's right by the interstate for easy access both for visitors and emergency 
vehicles. We should be using it for events. Burford, being over 2,000 acres, may be among
the most expensive parks on the county's system to operate- and will the revenues from 
the other parks go to subsidize Buford Park? this Task Force is about half composed of 
neighbors/supporters of Buford Park. Other parks need to be heard from; we are all part of 
the Lane County Parks system and should work together to avoid closing more parks. 
Consider another Lane County Park--Blue Mountain, located about 10 miles East of 
Cottage Grove. Blue Mountain park is far too small and far too overgrown and is too far 
awat from electricilty and bathrooms and has very limited access. its 10 miles from the 
nearest fire or ambulance help, and Mosby Creek Road is nowhere near capable of 
handling all that traffic for over a thousand people. 

However, Aprovecho has just purchased the Blue Mountain School right across the street 
from Blue Mountain Park and the county could work with them and create a management 
plan and events that are a benefit to Blue Mountain Park itself.) The County could also 
benefit from partnering with the City of Veneta for Zumwalt Park. Looking at the list of 13 
parks for large events there are 4 or 5 parks on the list that are either far too small, or far 
too rural for sensible fire and emergency personnel. That leaves just a handful of parks 
that are near major transportation routes, like I-5 or Hwy. 126. At least four or five of these 
small parks cannot handle events without expensive improvements. Finally, we urge you to
consider all the citizens of Lane county in determining Large Event guidelines in our parks. 
Let the committee include reps from various areas, not just one. Keep in mind the financial 
impact on all our parks of your decisions. 

42

*No camping for large events unless the park has an existing, developed campground. *I 
agree with environment statements. * I agree with safety statements. Prefer no alcohol, 
else sobriety checks. Emergency evacuation routed must be highlt visible, must 
accommodate average cars, and must be able to accommodate adequate traffic sh?? * 
Types of events: once per quarter per park, 30 days between. -multi-day ok but camping 
restrictedto permanent, developed sites. -Events sunrise to sunset, 7pm in some cases. -
Events should directly relate to education & nature based content. -Parks should not lose 
money through associated costs beyond contract. -Favor non-profits. Park advisory 
committee should be functional and representative of people active in and dedicated to use
of parks. Politics needs to be removed from advisory committe. Parks needs to regain 
public trust through opennedd, commitment to public input and implementaion. profit is not 
the drivily motive of a truly successful parks dept. 
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Camping ok. If a campground already exists; e.g. Armitage. Large music festivals: is it 
possible to use the grounds where the country fair is held in Veneta? Safety poster is fine. 
Environment poster is fine. Noise poster ok. The recommendations on ??? are good and 
should be implemented. Size of crowd should be appropriate to size of venue. Be 
reasonable!

44

Neighbors of Blue Mountain School Park… together with the neighborhood native, animals 
and pristine native plants..are writing to let you know of the many, daily public comments 
that Blue Mountain wildlife make about the highest and best use of Blue Mountain School 
Park. The best use is as forest and water habitat refreshed daily by showers that linger as 
mist in the cool creek and trees site, and is a source of life daily for native plants and wild 
life. Renewbale uses by small local hiking groups and our neighborhood bird watching 
friends, together with occasional family picnics, and shady fish pools for spawning are 
compatible with this very natural site, as well as are small groups of holiday and weekend 
naturalists enjoying watching how the natural world interacts in a wet, mossy moist habitat 
that is healthy and supports this renewable use. Greater public use generates real and 
frequent problems. Mud at this wet site, and myriad narrow forest roads cause real driving 
problems for law enforcement and drivers who are lost and have incorrect GPS maps, and 
do not know how to use their GPS (global positioning programs) equipment. Yes, public 
safety vehicles who try to meet the needs of lost drivers or deal with vehicles stuck in mud 
or with engines problems, can be delayed this way,too. This park is very wet site. and 
vehicles often find they are stuck without help because recue services are 16 miles round 
trip away in town and back. Neighboes are often asked to help, but it is not appropriate. 
Many more vehicles get lost or have car troublem which cause visitors to regularly knock 
at isolated neighborhood homes to ask for help out in this remote location. The sheriff no 
longer responds, and many neighbors cannot either.This remote lacation of Blue Mountian 
Park will not be suitable to promote for Large Lane County envents.
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To Members iof the Large Events Task Force: I am here to represent FOZP and the 
collected concerns of our members. Thank You for giving us the opportunity to comment 
on the issues bofore you. It is unfortunate that we were not notified directly by the Parkd 
Dept. regarding the implementation of the LETF, especialluy considering the high degree 
of communication we have initiated over the past year. We were only made aware of this 
Task Force due to the persistence of one committee member nine months ofter it was 
commisioned. We understand that it is late in your process, but hope you will have the time
to understand and consider our concerns .Why we should have a voice: The Friends of 
Zumwalt Park (FOZP) formed on 2007 as a result of local residents getting together to 
protest the closure of the park to the public, as Lane County could no longer afford to mow 
and maintain it. FOZP met with Lane County Parks Dept. and signed an agreement in 
June of 2007 making the group responsible for all the mowing and garbage removal. In 
return, the park would remain open to foot traffic(no vehicles) and off leash dogs . Over the 
past 8 years, FOZP has continued to care for this natural treasure. FOZP is  the reason 
that Zumwalt Park remians open to the public. In the light of this history, and the may 
hundreds of votunteer hours we have donated, we believe FOZP should have a voice and 
our opinion should count. The facts: Zumwalt has limited parking facilities, no power, no 
drinking water, and no bathrooms. As a result, it remains a quiet, uncrowded oasis where 
nature previals and is respected. The park is important to lacol birdwatching groups. and 
Fern Ridge is home to some sensitive speicies e,g. American White Pelicans. Zumwalt 
also constitutes a historic site many culttal artifacts remain buried in the area, left by the 
Kalpuya people who orginally occupied this land. Additionally, Zumwalt Park is home to 
Ellmaker Heritage Grove, commemorated with an official plaque by the Oregon Heritage 
Tree Program in 2014 after hard work by FOZP to obtian this reconition. 

Our Concers: We wish to be realistic about the County's need for revenue to maintain its 
parks; it does not help zumwalt in the long runif the rest of the system is bankrupt. We also 
desire to maintain  a positive working relationship with the Parks Dept. As you know, 
Zumwalt hosts campers during the annual Country Fair, which constitutes the primary 
source of revenue for the park. While this is qualifies as a 'large event', the campers have 
established an excellent relationship with the both the enviroment and the City of Veneta 
who manages this. The campers are very respectful, and 'give back' to the park by working
on stewardship projects.Beyond this, FOZP is also happy to continue to welcome a handfu
of small to medium sized events to the park e.g. weddings and scout camps, which 
comtribute additional revenue. We are concered that opposition from South Eugene 
regarding past events at Buford Park is driving the Parks Dept. to seek out other venues 
for future 'large events. Bearing in mind the peaceful nature of Zumwalt Park and its charm 
as a semi-urban wildlife refuge, we feel that loud, heavy populous human intrusions would 
have a negative impact on both the characterof the park and that of the surounding County 
should they choose to facilitate large events here.FOZP mission statement:To preserve 
and enhance Zumwalt Park as a natural, vehicle free, off-leash dog park and recreational 
area."
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Appropriate Sites: Very large events, particularly music venues, are important to our 
community. There is an appetite to get together with hundreds or thousands of fellow 
music lovers to listen to all different kinds of music(or other kins of high impact large event 
venues). This kind of event is an important social mixing potand an opportunity for people 
from all walks of life to happily rub shoulders, In addition, there is a well defined market for 
this kind of event that can bring important and significant economic activity to the 
community.These large events, however have very special needs, and cannot just be 
located in any existing open public space. Because it appears questonable that any of the 
larger 13 Lane County Parks has the appropriate conditions to support these recurring 
Large Events, the County should consider:a. Identifying suitable property for hosting large 
events multiple times a year, acquiring the property and adding improvements to support 
the large events.b. Identifying or screening suitable facilities owned other public parks 
agencies and partnering with them to host large events. c. Identifying  suitable facilities on 
privately owned land and partnering with them to host large events. What might constitute 
a suitable property?a. Good access to transportation: easy access to freeways and 
arterials and good access to public transportation; multiple points of access for 
good,orderly attendee circulation and more critically, for emergency services. b.Adjacent 
property land uses that will not be disturbed by large event noise, night-time lighting, and 
traffic impacts.c.access to supporting infrastructure:power, potable water. sewer 
connections, and telcom services. d. Appropriate natural and/or manmade landscape 
features to make the site a pleasant experience for attendees. Sufficient land and internal 
buffers to permit overnight camping and exstended stays for support and performing 
personel.e. environmental conditions that can support a massive influx of cars, foot-traffic, 
heavy recreational vehicles, service and support vehicles, camping activities, waste 
products and trash, noise and event and security lighting, 
all without disturbing or destroying valuable or protected wildlife habitat or vegetation. Task 
Force Topic Station Comments.1.Safety:a. All good recommendations.b.Add that 
enforcement needs to be funded by event organizer,but enforcement should be 
implemented by public safety officers working not for the organizer but for the public 
good.c.real, functional multiple points of access for emergency sevices should be 
absolutely required for very large events.2.Noise:a. This is one of the biggest chalenges: 
monitoring and enforcing sound regulations is very,very difficult. b.For many music venues 
people come just for the bone-jarring low frequency experience and the only way to 
mitigate this is by siting the event where the low frequency noise is dissipated by distance 
or contained or shielded by natural or man-made features.c.Limiting the music to 10pm is 
only an indication of failure to find the right location for the venue; an great event should 
not have to end at an artificial cut-off time. 3. Types of events: a. There should be more 
than one category of event; some events greater than 1,000 people might have relatively 
small impacts on the county park, some events of less than 1,000 people might have 
enormous impact on county park. The categoriesof events should relate to potential 
negative impacts on natural systems, surrounding properties, existing park facilities, and 
the area traffic concerns.b.The frequancy of events should be based on potential impacts 
to the parks?Each park should have its own evaluation of the setting the designation of 
what a "large event" is for the park and for setting appropriate frequincies for events. The 
same approach would apply to regulating the length of events if they are more than one 
day long. and for setting hours that might limit event durations. c. Different parks should 
serve different purpose and different purpose and different users. There should not be one 
blanket rule regarding types of events that would apply to all county parks. Hopefully an 
update of the County Parks Master Plan, and parks with a Master Plan should refer to that 
plan for guidance.
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 Enviroment: a. Agree with recommendations: all parks  should have an  inventory of 
sensitive habitats and that inventory should guide all decisions about activities in the park. 
including designated Large Events.5. Camping a. Large events should be able to provide 
overnight camping as part of the organizers program. This is part of the site selection 
criteria for a good large events location.b. Camping requires good support systems and 
infrastructure for security, lighting toilets, washing. eating, socializing , wet weather 
movement. ect.
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Hello Faye,I have been informe dby community member in the mosby creek area that the 
Lane County Parks Large Events Task Force is considering designating Blue Mountian 
Park as a site for Large Events.As with the proposed logging last year, this would promote 
a gross mismanagement of the site. It would not only endanger the riprian zon surrounding 
Mosby Creek and the watershed in which it resides, but it would have a severe negative 
impact on the neighboring community. As a resident, you well know the narow roads in the 
area are nit suited to heavey traffic, and large crowds would do great damage to the 
riparian habitat. Also, the construction that would be neccessary to create parking and 
event space would wreak havoc on this quiet country park.Please let me knoe if you are 
taking any action on this. Thank you.

48

I am writing in support of the recommendation that future uses of the North Bottomlands 
area of Buford Park be consistent with the HBRA Master plan. Large events, loud events, 
concerts are not appropriate users. They are not compatible with the HBRA Master, which 
refers to low intensity activities. They are not compatible with the local residential and 
agricultural communities.They have a negative impact on the current existing lifestyle, 
including thoes who work in the area. Sleep deprivation is hard on everyone, including 
people who operate tractors and other heavy machinery. Sleep depervation and stress can 
impact livestock animals, which in turn can impact a farmers livelihood. They create traffic 
and the frustration dealing with the congestion it brings.They are harmful to the animals,It 
is upsetting to see our pet dogs, cats, horses, livestock and other critters, including wild 
animals, in distress. It is upsetting  to see them unable to rest, or attempt to move away 
from the noise and there is no peaceful place to go.They bring an elementof character that 
leads to vandalism and theft. It is unbearable to work a long, hard day, and not be able to 
relax in the comfort of your own home.You can't get away from the boom,boom,boom of 
the bass beats. bass travels through walls and floors. you cant close your doors and 
windows to get away from it. Closing doors and windows causes the house to heats up, 
you cant sleep at night, and-worst of all-it doesnt keep the noise at bayThere are other 
appropriate venues that were designed for large events. Howard Buford Park is not it.
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I use various parks around the County. 
Primarily as individual / friends & 
family gatherings. I have participated 
in walks/runs & other events at times.

LC Parks should absolutely be used for large events.  A well 
planned & well managed event is always a good thing for our 
County.  The parks are a great place to gather and the 
revenue generated not only for the Parks Dept. but for our 
community as a whole is always a welcome benefit. 
Obviously each park has its own ability to accommodate 
individual events and that should be considered when an 
event is being planned.  It seems unreasonable on many 
levels to lump all of LC Parks into one set of 
rules/regulations.

50

Hiking, enjoy natural setting.  The park 
that I am most familiar with and use on 
a weekly basis in Howard Buford 
Recreation Area and the associated 
Mt Pisgah Arboretum

It does depend on the park and the event.  Events that 
promote out reach and education about the conservation and 
the natural resources of the park are informative public out 
reach events that build a sense of place about the area, like 
the Wildflower and Mushroom Festivals at the Mt Pisgah 
Arboretum.  Parking and transportation are managed very 
well throughout the one day events.  The hustle and bustle 
and noise are low and localized so other parts of the park can 
be enjoyed as usual.  These parks are natural reserves!!!!  
The large several day events with traffic jams and very loud 
amplified music do not provide a sense of place for any 
attendees and pretty much close the park for hiking or any 
educational events offered at the Arboretum at that time.  
With only one road access to the park the place is not 
accessible.  The worst is the noise and its effect on bird and 
other wildlife communities and the neighborhood AND the 
wreakage (trampled vegetation) and garbage the remains 
behind.  This really shows that the attendees have NO sense 
of natural ecosystem and are not familiar with how to treat a 
landscape.  Closely review each park and how it is valued 
and used by the majority of people that visit it.  That will tell 
the story.

51

As Executive Director of Forest Web of 
Cottage Grove, we have utilized Blue 
Mountain Park for field trips for 
educational purposes.  Mosby Creek 
runs through the heart of the park and 
it provides us with an excellent 
example of how the Coast Fork 
Willamette Watershed Council works 
to protect and restore riparian zones 
throughout our local watershed.

It has come to our attention that Lane County Parks is 
considering Blue Mountain Park as a site for large event use.  
This would be an ill-advised exploitation of this particular 
park.  Blue Mountain Park is small, quiet park that provides 
critical riparian habitat for Mosby Creek.  It's rural setting is 
not suited to large crowds that would negatively impact the 
quality of life for the surrounding neighborhood.  Most 
importantly, traffic and large crowds would put the health of 
the creek and the surrounding riparian zone at serious risk.  
Please do not consider using this site for any large event as it 
would cause far more harm than good to the park itself, to the 
surrounding community, and to the watershed it serves.

52
Usually at a lake with my 3 kids I think large events at parks are probably the best place and 

best fit for them to occur.
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Hiking at Pisgah Large events would be great, especially at Emerald 
Meadows at Pisgah.  I actually hate the Wildflower and 
Mushroom festivals, when those are going on, NOBODY else 
can use the park.  When events at Emerald Meadows are 
going on, me and several hundred others still can hike.

54

Biking, walking, relaxation, attending 
musical and arts events

Should be allowed with limits on frequency at any one 
location and limits on duration.  More frequent in urban 
areas, less frequent in rural.  Overnight camping only if 
adequate infrastructure present - water, sewage, etc., 
adequate parking, and adequate access.  No overnight 
camping in urban areas.  Preference to local nonprofit 
organizations.

55

I love swimming in Baker Bay at 
Dorena Lake but also go to Zumwalt 
and Armtage for our dogs - I'd like to 
see Blue Mt. Park used more the new 
Aprevecho Research center across 
the street in the old school. We 
volunteer at Zumwalt Park but are 
concerned about all our Lane County 
parks

We want to first thank the Lane County Parks staff. They 
work hard to take care of many parks spread around a large, 
diverse county. You do a huge job! Our county parks must be 
for the enjoyment of everyone and all of our parks need 
money to stay open. Where will the parks get funding from?     
Like us, most Lane County residents live in towns but like to 
go out to the country and walk around in nature. We have a 
favorite park (Zumwalt) but also enjoy many others like Baker 
Bay and Blue Mountain in South Lane County.    We only 
recently learned about the Large Events Task Force Park and 
the guidelines you are creating. Steve came to the last 
meeting as a member of the Friends of Zumwalt Park, but our 
testimony today is as individual users of many Lane County 
parks. We ask you to consider all parks equally. We have 
several things we ask you to consider before cementing 
these guidelines for future events.    1.  make the new plan 
easily available for public review. We’ve been told we can 
provide input into a new plan. But, where is it? I could not find 
it online - nor are the minutes to the last two meetings posted. 
The task force has been operating for a year. Yet the Friends 
of Zumwalt Park, for example, only learned about it in recent 
weeks.     There have been news reports about Buford Park 
and the Kaleidoscope Festival (which should never have 
happened there). But, there have only been a couple of news 
reports about this task force that has been meeting for a year. 
2.  don’t allow one park’s neighbors to dominate the process. 
Recruit representatives of all the parks. I look at the LETF 
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But, there have only been a couple of news reports about this 
task force that has been meeting for a year.     2.  don’t allow 
one park’s neighbors to dominate the process. Recruit 
representatives of all the parks. I look at the LETF committee 
members and I see all the reps from one neighborhood 
working to first protect one park - Buford. What about the rest 
of us? The county didn’t seek any other input. The task force 
was set up originally just to cover Buford Park, and it was 
later expanded to cover all parks. That is not fair to other 
parks or park users.    3. for our parks to remain open to the 
public, they need to generate funds for their upkeep. Where 
will the money come from if not from well-managed events?  
Who among us has not enjoyed going to a big event 
someplace that sold alcohol and had amplified music? We 
don’t want to see more parks closed or recreational 
opportunities limited.     Wouldn’t these proposed rules also 
prevent the popular Faerieworlds Festival? This year it’s in 
another County – Lane County lost the Fairieworld’s Festival 
and its income. What about the tourism industry that is vital to 
our economy?    In drawing up criteria for large events, 
please remember that each park is unique with certain 
natural and historic features. No park should be taken “off the 
list” or given special exemptions. Rather, consider each 
park’s unique characteristics. 
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A broad, ongoing advisory group should be put together 
before considering these new rules.    Each park must be 
looked at under the lens of multiple criteria. Consider Buford 
Park:  Buford is bigger than other parks and has better 
facilities. It's right by the Interstate for easy access both for 
visitors and emergency vehicles. We should be using it for 
events.     Buford, being over 2,000 acres, may be among the 
most expensive parks on the county's system to operate - 
and will the revenues from the other parks go to subsidize 
Buford Park?     This Task Force is about half composed of 
neighbors/supporters of Buford Park. Other parks need to be 
heard from; we are all part of the Lane County Parks system 
and should work together.    Consider another Lane County 
Park -- Blue Mountain, located about 10 miles East of 
Cottage Grove.  Blue Mountain Park is far too small and far 
too overgrown and is too far away from electricity and 
bathrooms and has very limited access. Its 10 miles from the 
nearest fire or ambulance help, and Mosby Creek Road is 
nowhere near capable of handling all that traffic for over a 
thousand people.     However, Aprovecho has just purchased 
the Blue Mountain School right across the street from the 
Blue Mountain Park and the county could work with them and 
create a management plan and events that are a benefit to 
Blue Mountain Park itself.)    

 Looking at the list of 13 parks for large events there are 4 or 
5 parks on the list that are either far too small, or far too rural 
for sensible fire and emergency personnel. That leaves just a 
handful of parks that are near major transportation routes, 
like I-5 or Hwy. 126. At least four or five of these small parks 
cannot handle large events without expensive improvements.  
Finally, we urge you to consider all the citizens of Lane 
County in determining Large Event guidelines in our parks. 
Let the committee include reps from various areas, not just 
one. Keep in mind the financial impact on all our parks of 
your decisions.    PS: thanks again to all the folks paid or 
volunteer who work to keep our parks open and enjoyable for 
everyone!    ----   Steve & Karen Williamson
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Mt. Pisgah, hiking On my most recent visit to Mt. Pisgah, returning to the north 
parking lot after an early morning trek up the mountain, I 
heard amid the sounds of an airplane overhead and the 
never ending traffic of I5...  the call... of an eagle from up 
above.  I looked up and caught a view of it sitting perched 
atop a not yet leafed out tall tree high above the banks of the 
Willamette River.  It occurred to me that the eagle's 
competition to be heard faced factors that were 
unchangeable... the overhead plane, the sound of the nearby 
freeway...  So what influence can we have to preserve and 
keep Mt Pisgah a place of recreation AND also a unique and  
important  vital plant and wildlife habitat for everyone to 
enjoy.  This unique setting has enough competitors with the 
nearby urban sounds and from increasingly heavy usage, 
sometimes by  uncooperative users (think free range dog 
park).  Adding more usage, and with that more noise and the 
unavoidable sometimes not so occasional transgressions, 
isn't being a good steward to this unique and sometimes 
fragile resource.  My advice, restrict camping usage and use 
the fairgrounds for events.  That's what the fairgrounds were 
designed for!

57

We go boating together as a family 
and go hiking at Pisgah

Large events at our large county parks is probably the best 
place for the community to have such an event.  I've never 
been to one at the county parks, but have seen the large 
fields at Pisgah.  That does seem like a great place for an 
event.  I've heard some neighbors are trying to stop this - 
they should be ashamed of themselves for attempting to stop 
this.

58

I regularly hike with friends and alone, 
bird, and restore my sanity at Howard 
Buford Park, and at Richardson 
Marina. I've camped at Harbor View, 
and rafted the MacKenzie using 
various boat landings.

I do not usually attend these large events. Though I have 
gone to a few Mt Pisgah Arboretum Mushroom and 
Wildflower festivals which are quite subdued in comparison 
to multi-day events with high decibel amplified music or 
commentary. I would prefer that any use of Lane County's 
Parks be sensitive to wildlife needs, and not disrupt or 
degrade existing recreational uses, or the quality of life for 
park neighbors. I believe the Park Master Plans were 
appropriately crafted to guide and limit impacts of park use 
and to sustain the park's natural and human recreational 
values for future generations. Thank you for the opportunity 
to comment.
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camping with my family and friends, 
trips to the lake, hiking Pisgah.

I'm sitting here with my friends right now and we're all talking 
about this topic and how AMAZING it would be if this town 
had more events!  Two years ago we went up to Brownsville 
for their country event, I would LOVE to see something like 
that at Pisgah!  In 2011 I took my girlfriend to Faerieworlds... 
where we had our first kiss (no kidding).  She is now my wife!  
Please don't take away our events.  Please do all you can to 
bring as many events to our community as possible.

60

mostly for camping I would love to see more events at our parks.  I particularly 
think that Armitage Park, Pisgah Park, Richardson Park, and 
Orchard Point Park are the best suited parks for events.  I 
went to a the Parks Celebration last year at Richardson, 
there was about 300 people there, it was amazing!  More 
events please.

61

swimming at the lake, with my kids Please don't let the voice of a few neighbors stop large 
events at Lane County Parks!  These parks are THE 
PERFECT place to hold these events.  I want large events in 
our town and I want them at Lane County Parks.

62

Howard Buford Recreational Area - 
botany and birdwatching, river dipping 
and trail walking. Our go-to park.

Lane County needs a safe accessible outdoor venue in a 
park, with grass, trees, proper public bathrooms, a children's 
play area and a roofed stage area, like a pavilion.  It could be 
used by promoters and civic groups for numerous activities.  I 
have visited many such facilities and hope Lane Co.  will find 
a way to build one, that would function for everything from 
Classical , like Tanglewood,  or Merryweather Post Pavilion 
in Maryland.  It does not have to be way out in the country to 
be a great facility!

63

Zumwalt camping at country fair I have been camping at zumwalt for about 25 years. This is a 
kind loving, peaceful and above all respectful group of 
campers. We tend the land year round with work parties, we 
are friends of zumwalt and we very much look forward to 
camping there every year. It is an excellent fundraiser for 
your community and it hold such a dear place in all of our 
hearts. We have raised our children camping at Zuwalt and 
would like this tradition to continue. Please consider leaving 
this park open to Country Fair campers. We have worked 
very hard to be good neighbors for the weekend we use this 
land because we love it with all our hearts.

64

I use Zumwalt once a year at fair time 
have been sense it opened for caming

Unless the parks are going to have dedicated crews to repair 
and maintain the parks a program of large events more often 
than once a year will distroy the delicate balance between 
wild and human interaction,  Lane county will loss a  vital part 
of its existing community if these parks are disturbed.
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hiking, swimming, boating, relaxation 
and quiet away from the noise and 
bustle of the urban area, volunteering 
and connecting with people of similar 
interests.

I don't believe that large events belong in any of our county 
parks. There are other venues int he area that can and 
already do provide those services.  The county does not 
need to duplicate a service.  Sites that can host a large event 
require a certain infrastructure and there were but a few 
parks that already have that infrastructure in place and given 
that this idea only came up because of county $ woes, there 
isn't money to develop the undeveloped sites... so that pretty 
much leaves Armitage, Baker Bay and the parks around Fern 
Ridge,and on the edge is HBRA.  I believe that it is really 
HBRA that county parks is really eyeing and that led to the 
county commisioners appointing this task force (for which I 
am extremely grateful).  HBRA, there is no separate Emerald 
Meadows park as the county website states, should not be 
considered for these types of events because it is a natural 
area. Except for the small area that the arboretum manages 
and the greenhouse area that FBP operates, there is no 
infrastructure.  This is a large area, contiguous to lands 
owned by TNC, Willamalane, City of Springfield, the state, a 
true gem for our area.  Wild open spaces are crucial, 
especially as cities are infilling. This park is part of the 
Willamette River watershed and is an important piece in the 
protection, conservation and maintenance of native species 
of fish, wildlife and plants in our area.  These are the things 
that make our communities better.  
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The area around HBRA is farm land and has been farm land 
for a long time, providing fresh food to our community, 
providing jobs/income to the many agriculturally related 
businesses in the area.  They are neighbors to the park and 
need to be respected in the decision-making process.  Would 
you like to have 70db music blaring into your home?  And 
more importantly is to respect and honor the deed and HBRA 
Master Plan that identifies this park to provide varied 
opportunities for primarily low-intensity outdoor recreation 
and education activities.  The North Bottomlands (Emerald 
Park) is not a separate park as the Lane County Park website 
indicates.  It does not have the facilities that are mentioned.  
It is an important part of the whole of HBRA and the HBRA 
Master Plan pertains to that, too.  Summary:  We (human, 
animal, plants) need wild, natural areas that are not impacted 
by loud noise, people who don't understand/respect this park 
and it's role in the larger Willamette River watershed and all 
that has been done to restore it's nativeness.  Neighbors, 
who have lived and worked the land in close proximity to 
HBRA, are greatly impacted by these kinds of events and 
deserve to have a say about what goes on in the park. We 
need to look at the greater Eugene, SPringfield, Lane County 
area and make sure that Lane County Parks is not trying to 
duplicate services. 

These kinds of events will not be big money makers for the 
county given the expenses that the county will incur.  And 
most importantly, once there is a move in this direction, there 
is no going back and it is the job of the county to look out for 
the well being of it's properties and citizens and this is not the 
best use for a place like HBRA.  It is currently receiving it's 
best use..

66

Buford Park We have always considered parks as an opportunity to enjoy 
nature, solitude and an escape from urban noise.  Mega 
events do exactly the opposite and seem diametrically 
opposed to the concept of a park.  We strongly urge that 
these events not be considered in the future for Emerald 
meadows.

67

We attend the Zumwalt Campground 
event at the Zumwalt park during the 
OCF. This is a great event and very 
well organized. This has been a family 
tradition for 13 years and we have a 
large family that joins us each year.

The Zumwalt Campground event is a great gathering and the 
people are great who put this on. We have seen the changes 
each year during the OCF at Zumwalt park and they have all 
been good. This is our favorite camping trip of the year and 
we normally do 4 to 5 in different locations and events. This 
is a family tradition for us and gives everybody something to 
look forward to. Please keep this park the way it is, its 
perfect.

68
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Blue Mountian WE hike at Blue Mountain Park, enjoy Photography of the 
native wild flowers there. I am disturbed to think that a small 
very rural park with  very little parking would be considered 
for large events. The road is narrow, along with close 
neighbors. I would urge you to please not consider Blue 
Mountain park as a place for large events.

70

I regularly hike three days a week year 
round at Howard Buford Recreation 
Area.  During the course of each year, 
I hike on all the trails in the park, going 
to the summit at least once, 
sometimes two or three times, each 
day that I'm there.  My hikes range in 
duration from one to three hours and 
from three to ten miles each day.

I will focus my remarks on Howard Buford Recreation Area 
because that is the Lane County Park that I know best and 
which is dearest to my heart.  The citizens of Lane County 
and our guests are very fortunate to have such a large and 
diverse natural area so close to the vast majority of our 
population, which results in very impressive sensitive 
utilization.  However, as events such as the Kaleidoscope 
Music Festival in "Emerald Meadows" demonstrated so well, 
the natural values of  Buford Park are vulnerable to damage 
from the intensive use and abuse that comes when  
inappropriate large events are held there.      The best way to 
insure that the natural values of Howard Buford Recreation 
Area are protected is to restrict future uses in the North 
Bottomlands (a.k.a. "Emerald Meadows) to allow only events 
and activities which are consistent with the adopted HBRA 
Master Plan.  The Master Plan states in part that the purpose 
of Buford Park is to provide varied opportunities for primarily 
low-intensity outdoor recreation and education activities 
while protecting, conserving, enhancing and maintaining the 
natural, scenic, historical, rural and recreational qualities of 
this large, strategically located regional park.    Nothing in the 
Master Plan describes a large event or concert facility in the 
North Bottomlands, with or without overnight camping. The 
following uses are specifically consistent with the Master 
Plan: "Picnics, parties, dances, meetings, 

weddings and family reunions, day camps, new trails, an 
expanded equestrian center, and a park caretaker residence.  
I would strongly encourage the task force to recommend that 
future uses in the North Bottomlands area of Buford Park be 
consistent with the HBRA Master Plan.    Thank you for the 
opportunity to comment on line, as I will be unable to attend 
the Public Input Session on June 3, 2015.    Jack Viscardi
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walking, hiking, swimming, bird 
watching, dancing

I think large events are wonderful opportunities for the 
community to come together and celebrate our beautiful 
summers! Faerieworlds was one of my favorite festivals, and 
Emerald Meadows was the perfect location for it. Also the 
Cascadia Music Festival was excellent. The fact that the 
Kaleidoscope concert resulted in some problems should not 
cause all festivals and concerts to be cancelled. The world 
needs more community celebrations! Emerald Meadows is 
the perfect place for them!

72

Perkins Boat Launch several times in 
the summer  Kinney Park we hike at 
least once a month if not more

I could see Large Events being held at one of the parks 
around Fern Ridge, adequately controlled of course.  Kinney 
Park has been put on the "short list" of Large Event Parks, 
but I'm not sure if the Large Event Task Force has been 
there. If they had visited, they would know the park is a small, 
steep hill with no access or facilities (besides what the 
neighbor kids have put up). Now that it has been publicized 
as an option, us neighbors get to educate the many people 
who come driving trying to find this "park", that in actuality is 
just county owned land, with nothing more than a deer path 
or two. And the people who live in the Gimpl Hill area, 
especially those on Playway, Restwell, and S. Modesto, 
prefer it that way.

73

Walking, sightseeing, sailing, bird 
watching, attending wildflower and 
mushroom festivals at Mount Pisgah, 
volunteer activities with FBP.

Future uses in the North Bottomlands area of Buford Park 
should be consistent with the HBRA Master Plan which does 
not describe any large event or concert facility. Negative 
environmental impacts and poor access problems are well 
documented.

74 Hiking, river access I strongly appose large events in county parks!

75

hiking , rafting, dog walking,  
sometimes as a destination for 
entertainment shows.

Parks that are located homes should limit the type of venues 
that are noise and traffic generators.  The parks dept should 
survey and alert neighbors to any activity that would change 
the ambience of the area. big loud shows should be curtailed.  
thank you

76

Hiking, mostly. Howard Buford 
frequently. I appreciate the quiet there 
and the outdoor experience.

Not excited about any large events in Howard Buford. They 
may work in the Fern Ridge parks, but should be very tightly 
controlled.

77

I use Buford/Mt Pisgah every week for 
hiking. I use other parks occasionally 
for recreation: Orchard Point, Perkins 
Peninsula, Armitage, etc.

I am absolutely opposed to any events of more tha 1,000 
people in any Lane County park.
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Sailing, hiking, foraging The mission of Lane County parks is “to preserve and 
enhance parks and open space within Lane County in a 
manner that provides visitors outstanding customer service 
and a diverse, high-quality recreational experience that 
meets their needs and expectations.” The recreational 
experience can and should include large events as long as 
challenges such as safety, traffic and noise can be 
appropriately mitigated. Large events introduce new visitors 
to our parks, creating enthusiasts who continue to use and 
support the parks. They generate tourism and opportunity for 
the local economy. The Parks Department’s need for revenue 
cannot supersede their responsibility as stewards of the 
parks. However, with the appropriate oversight and 
consideration, large events can and should fit within the 
department’s mission.

79

Buford/Pisgah, Armitage No to large events:  Degradation to the facility, environmental 
damage, trash, minor crime, intimidating rowdiiness, noise.  
Large events should be held in facilities designed for large 
events, like Autzen  Stadium, not areas designated for nature 
and quietude.

80

My family has used a number of the 
parks in and around Eugene for family 
outings and company picnics for many 
years.

I currently live south of Zumwalt park and can see many 
traffic and access problems if it was used for large group 
events. Perkins Peninsula is just East of our home across a 
bay and has much better access. We would prefer that 
neither park be used for large, very loud musical events.

81

walks, picnics, camping, fishing I think a few parks may be suitable for over 1,000 people,  I 
do not think you could have a gather like the Kaleidoscope 
event that was at Buford park in 2014.  You might be able to 
have some jazz or classical music events at most of the 
parks be even those may tax the space limits of most parks.  
Some other issues that need to be addressed are security 
and clean up other these events.  Who is paying for this and 
what time line for it?

82

Howard Buford The Howard Buford/Mt. Pisgah area is totally unsuitable for 
large, noisy events.  I hike regularly in these beautiful hills, 
enjoying the peace and quiet, the bird sounds, the wild 
flowers, and the feeling of being miles from a city.  Having 
events at this place completely destroys the enjoyment I get 
as will hundreds of others.  Please DO NOT ALLOW events 
of this size at this location.
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walking, communing with nature, 
resting my eyes. feeding my soul, 
retreating from the city. I have sold my 
home baked goods in Lane County 
parks in the past

1000 people is too much. smaller events do not have the 
same impact on the land. There are other venues available 
for larger gatherings (Cuthbert, Oregon Country Fair, etc. 
When Lane County Parks are in neighborhoods events 
should be limited in number and frequency both to reduce 
impact on the land and to protect the ability of neighbors to 
enjoy their home in peace and quiet. No alcohol should be 
allowed at any events in Lane County Parks. Thanks for 
listening. Colleen Bauman

84

Hiking, running, family picnics If handled correctly I think large events in the parks are a 
good idea. They can bring in extra money for the department 
and new visitors to the parks. The parks are for everyone to 
enjoy and an event like the Dirty Dash is great way to 
introduce people to the park.

85

I attend large events at Lane Parks Too many people are trying to limit the use of parks to just 
themselves and their neighbors. The large events bring 
needed dollars to our community, and provide funds for the 
upkeep of other, smaller parks. Parks are for EVERYONE's 
use, not the exclusive playgrounds of the neighbors of the 
park. Large events need places, and local organizations can 
be good stewards of events at them.

86

The park I visit is mostly just for 
walking along the river. (Armitage 
Park)

There are 2 mobile home parks within 1/4 mile of Armitage 
Park. Both are 55 and older retirement communities.  I am 
well past the age where loud banging music has any draw for 
me and I suspect most people that live here feel as I do. I 
would like to know, "where are the county commissioners 
homes located in relation to the parks they are selecting for 
this onslaught  of noise and disruption?"  Are their homes 
anywhere near any of the parks? These events will draw 
more then 1000 people, more like well over 5000.  Where will 
all these people park their cars? How late into the night or 
early morning hours will these events be allowed to operate? 
What will be the cost for crowd control?  I am considering 
hiring security guards to be stationed at the entrance to Idle 
Wheels during these events. Can the cost of hiring security 
guards be passed on to the county?  After all, it is being 
sanctioned by the county. (I am the on site manager for Idle 
Wheels.) I see nothing good coming from this if it is allowed 
to happen. Having loud music for three days is not even 
logical.  At Idle Wheels, we hear noise from Camp Harlow 
events, and they aren't even amplified like a music event 
would be. Please exclude Armitage Park from consideration 
for these events.
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I fish, camp, horseback ride, hike, 
picnic, swim and bicycle ride

I think using our parks for large events is possible, but only 
with the input and cooperation of the local citizens. Protecting 
the quality of life for rural communities needs to be a priority 
when considering park/open space developments. Respect 
the people who have invested their lives in a particular 
community. They have to actually live with these changes. I 
personally photographed the chaos and garbage left after the 
Kaleidoscope music festival at Mt. Pisgah- it was shocking! Is 
there a guarantee that this won't happen again and again? 
The smaller, more community enriching programs have 
always been welcome. Turning our parks into music venues 
needs to be thoroughly vetted by our impacted communities. 
Thank you  Sunshne Kesey

88

I don't think its a good idea. I'm alright with festivals, but they 
shouldn't be held in county parks. These events bring in 
some money to local stores, but they also bring in a lot of 
traffic, littering, and the land gets pretty beat up. Only a few 
businesses make money ( convienent stores, fast 
food)because most festivals have vendors (food, craft ) that 
are at these events. Plus let's face it... All festivals are driven 
by drugs ( I don't have a problem w/that). That means= late 
night /all night partiers, which means noise/activity ALL night 
long thru sunrise. Let the festival people enjoy their festival & 
all night parties in areas where it doesn't effect local residents 
(who probably aren't interested in the festival ).  Thanks

89

I use Lane County parks for the 
enjoyment of nature alone or with 
small groups. They give me access to 
natural features--forests, lakes, rivers, 
wildlife, wild flowers. They offer me 
places of peace and serenity.

Large events destroy the serenity and the environment in 
parks, and they make parks off limits to people who wish to 
enjoy a quiet commune with nature. Large groups trample the 
landscape, scare the wildlife, limit park use to event goers, 
and annoy (perhaps enrage) the neighbors. Destroying our 
parks to generate income for Lane County is a rotten idea.
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Hiking, photography, wildlife, solitude, 
enjoyment of nature

Using Lane County Parks for events intended to draw 1,000 
people or more is an inappropriate use of parks.   Parks are 
for the preservation of nature. They are places where wildlife 
can take refuge, where wildflower populations can grow 
undisturbed and people can go to enjoy them. Parks are a 
place for the enjoyment and experience of nature. Parks are 
for solitude. Parks are for families and friends to recreate and 
experience nature in its purest form. Parks are for nature 
study and photography. Parks are for small events such as 
picnics or ball playing and small group gatherings. Parks are 
for people to exercise their dogs or ride their horses.   Parks 
are NOT for commercial use. Parks are NOT for profit. Parks 
are NOT for drawing in large crowds of people that take away 
from serenity within the park or the surrounding farms or 
neighborhoods. Parks are NOT for hosting raucous events 
that create noise nuisances that disturb the peace and quiet 
of the animal in habitants. Parks are NOT for large amounts 
of foot traffic in environmentally fragile areas. Parks are NOT 
to be used to deter others from visiting due to an influx of 
event attendees. Parks are NOT to be used for anything 
other than their original intention – for the enjoyment and 
preservation of nature.

91

I walk in the park at Zumwalt as well 
as take my dog for off leash walks.  He 
absolutely loves it as well as many 
other folks who also walk their dogs off 
leash. Zumwalt is a very special off 
leash park with no vehicle traffic.  It is 
safe for animals to run freely and 
children with their families to ride bikes 
because there is no vehicle traffic.  
Zumwalt is a gem that is cherished by 
many individuals in the Eugene,  
Veneta, Elmira, and Crow  area.  An 
active group of volunteers maintain the 
park .    I launch my motor  boat and 
pontoon boat at Orchard Point and 
Richardson Point.

First I would ask why should Lane County Parks be used for 
such large events?  What is the cost to provide the parking 
and bathrooms for such events? Do large open spaces with 
these amenities already exist?  Are there Lane County  Parks 
in existence that already have these amenities?    Friends of 
Zumwalt Park have generously given of their time and talents 
to maintain Zumwalt Park because the County was unable to 
provide funds to maintain it.  Perhaps there is a place for 
such large events in Lane county but Zumwalt park has a 
special use for those who want to recreate in a peaceful 
setting with their friends, families, and animals.  Large events 
that require infrastructure to be successful do not belong in 
such a setting.  Thank you for this opportunity to express my 
opinion on this matter .

92

I hike, walk, and horseback ride in the 
parks

I do not believe county parks should be used for such large 
events - those types of events are best suited for city-parks. 
So many of the county parks are for recreational use - and 
they should stay as ways people can enter into nature.  
Turning them into "venues" is inopposite of their purposes.
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Hiking, visiting friends, camping in my 
motorhome, sailing

I would think that parks are to entertain people, to have an 
event that draws over 1,000 is good, that is what they are 
there for. Yes, it upsets a small vocal minority but only for a 
few days. It's good for the local economy and I would hope 
would bring in revenue for the Lane County parks fund, It's a 
win/win/win just upsetting a few folks that only think of 
themselves, not the masses these events bring in

94

I regularly hike at Mount Pisgah and 
occasionally picnic or hike at other 
parks in Lane County

Not all Lane County parks are appropriate for events that 
draw crowds of 1000 or more.   Mount Pisgah/ Howard 
Buford Park falls into this category.   The access road - 
Seavy Loop Road -- is a narrow two-lane road lined with 
family homes and farms.   The traffic for both the Wildflower 
Festival and Mushroom Festival at Mount Pisgah Arboretum 
is steady and well managed.  The event is over by evening, 
the music is acoustic mostly, and it lasts one day.   No 
problem for the neighborhood.   However, two or three day 
events that stretch into the evening with LOUD amplified 
music, campers, stragglers on the roadway is not what this 
"nature" venue was designed for.      In 2001, I attended the 
Nokie Edwards Music Festival at Richardson Park on Fern 
Ridge Lake.   Now, this venue seemed more than appropriate 
for a music festival:  no close -by neighbors,  no late night 
music, picnic facilities and bathrooms.    Therefore, I suggest 
that each Lane County Park be evaluated on its own merits 
as  an appropriate location for large events for 1000 or more.  
Local residents should have a say since their lives (and their 
pets/livestock) may be greatly affected by this event.  Howard 
Buford Park is not one of them.
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I mostly use parks in and around 
Eugene such as Howard Buford and 
Mt. Pisgah and the two buttes. I enjoy 
being able to walk in a relatively "wild" 
area and get away from traffic, people, 
and noise in general. I enjoy the 
chance to see birds and wildlife and 
wildflowers. I used to pick blackberries 
in Buford and enjoyed the peace and 
relative privacy as well as the berries.

I don't believe that Buford or Pisgah are appropriate for loud, 
noisy events like concerts or events that are hard on the land 
and the residents like Fairyworlds. I don't want to see a four-
lane highway out there -- it is bucolic, and I like it for that 
reason. Lane County does not have the money or manpower 
to police/pick up after concerts and "camps" and should not 
attempt to do it. The kinds of events Pisgah puts on draw a 
different and more family-oriented, quieter crowd. When you 
think of the Oregon Country Fair, they put a LOT of work into 
trying to make that a safe event and mitigate the impact on 
neighbors, and I have not had the impression Lane County 
had the ability or the resources or the will to put in that kind of 
hard work. That one really loud concert that provoked the 
controversy to begin with was one that should never have 
happened, when you reckon that not only people but even 
domesticated animals were impacted and miserable! People 
moved out there for a quiet countryside experience, and that 
is why people go to those parks. Just because someone lives 
in the country doesn't mean they should have to bear the kind 
of impact that city dwellers would not tolerate. Alton Baker is 
a city park but would be a better choice -- no one expects it to 
be that quiet given that it's so near Autzen.

96

Hike Mt Pisqah weekly,maybe a picnic 
at Armitage, and use the ones on the 
coast.

Parks are for everyone. One bad experience at Buford should 
not be a reason to stop having large events there. Buford 
area residents are being selfish. I fully support large events at 
Lane county parks.
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1. Hiking for exercise  2. Hiking for 
connection w friends  3. Photography  
4. Events

I believe that large events can be ways to bring together 
groups of people for positive events, while also providing 
significant revenue to support the park where the event 
occurred.    My only restrictions on large events...   1. No 
event should ever result in permanent damage to the park.  2. 
Every event should leave the location as clean or cleaner 
than they found it when they arrived.  3. The event should 
result in positive cash flow to the specific park that hosted it 
(not just break even).    General Comment: I am disappointed 
that FaerieWorlds will no longer be hosted in Lane County. 
This is certainly a loss of significant revenue to the County, 
and I would assume, the park. If noise is the only drawback to 
sych events, then we should prepare to get rid of all other 
noisy events such as the Lane County Fair, and any 4th of 
July or New Year's celebrations. I lived close enough to hear 
the Lane Co Fair late at night for years. Yes, it wasn't always 
fun... and... it was a few days out of 365. That is silly. These 
events enrich our county. Not every event is for every person. 
I've chosen not to live in a retirement community because I 
want the sounds of life, I appreciate the noise of children, I 
embrace the cacophony of celebrations. If there are problems 
that occur as a result of events... try to fix those problems, 
rather than eliminate the events.    Thank You

98

Hiking, walking, biking Please do not utilize parks noted for protection of natural 
areas. Large events are the antithesis of the intent to create 
and protect such areas. Not only does the event remove from 
use the area for a time it brutally alters its environment in 
ways that may not be just temporary.  It

99

Please keep the noise level down at these events - the entire 
valley does not need to be subjected to the ruckus.  And 
please do not allow noise beyond these events to go on after 
10:00pm.

100

Please reject any event that creates excessive noise.  
Previous events were so obnoxiously loud that despite nice 
summer evenings, we had to close our windows and doors.  
We were not near the events - sounds travel very far in these 
hills.  Let's allow everyone to enjoy summer evenings.
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Zumwalt Park-daily walks with our dog 
and young child. I appreciate and feel 
is vital to keep this park as an off-
leash, no vehicle traffic, park in its 
natural state. We are members of 
Friends of Zumwalt Park and help to 
maintain its grounds. While medium 
size events such as Boy Scout 
Jamboree and Country Fair camping 
have been successful and have 
minimally impacted the park, I am 
concerned that larger events will 
fundamentally change the nature of 
this family park and cause undue 
stress to the natural environment, 
home to many animals including bald 
eagles. PLEASE take Zumwalt off of 
the list of parks being considered for 
large events!!

Zumwalt Park is too small for large events which will impact 
the family nature of the park and put undue stress on the 
natural environment, ie. animal habitat, bank erosion, litter. 
PLEASE take Zumwalt off of the list being considered for 
large events!!

102
Peaceful Valley park, 4th of July 
community picnic

This park is very small with little parking available and 
surrounded by homes. Not a good choice at all.

103

I am a daily visitor to Howard Buford 
Recreation Area and occasionally 
walk at Armitage.  My family uses the 
campground facilities at Richardson, 
Harbor Vista, and we canoe at Perkins 
Peninsula.

In the realm of land use, this isn't difficult.  Any student in 
grade school has a good understanding of land use.  Parks 
are for park activities.  They would describe things like, 
picnics, family camping in sites with a campfire for roasting 
marshmallows. Grassy areas to play games.  Not gatherings 
of thousands of people.  I also don't understand why Lane 
County is looking for additional venues when we can't take 
care of the ones we currently have.  The LC Fairgrounds are 
grossly underutilized, and we constantly hear how it is losing 
money.  So the solution is to have more venues losing 
money?  It is fiscally irresponsible, and wasting scarce tax 
payer dollars.

104

Walking, hiking,birdwatching, wildlife 
viewing, painting, enjoying nature and 
peace.

Such large scale events should not ruin the outdoor 
experience for other park users, hassle neighbors or animals, 
or cause damage.

105

hiking, fly fishing, horseback riding, 
plein air painting, walking, jogging, 
taking llamas for exercise and fun, 
taking dogs for exercise and fun, 
contemplation by the rivers, wildflower 
viewing, blackberry picking, birds and 
other wildlife watching

Taxpayers should pay NOTHING to support these events. 
Limited number of days to 1-2. Limit hours of operation. 
Restrict noise levels. Event provides 24 hour security, 
maintenance and clean up. Require up front funds to cover 
this. Restrict area within park for event and enforce this. Do 
not allow drugs and alcohol.  DO NOT allow large events at 
Howard Buford....area is very fragile and must be protected. 
Impact on community surrounding the event MUST be a 
strong consideration when approving these events.
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A place to get away from the city 
environment and enjoy the beauty and 
quiet with long walks and hikes. 
Walking my dog without the distraction 
of automobile noise. A place to bring 
out of town visitors.

I believe in the long term of a park and the in pack of large 
events on both the environment and the residents who live 
close to our wonderful open spaces. The Country Fair is a 
prime example of large event venues.

107

The original concept of parks was to provide people an open 
space to enjoy the outdoors. The use of these parks as a site 
for large events does not this to happen. These large events 
require nearby residents to take part in events that they may 
not wish to take part in. There are large event venues 
available such as the Hult Center, and the Mathew Knight 
Arena. They were designed for large events and should be 
used for that.

108

I have lived in Lane County since 
1961. I have grown up swimming, 
camping, and playing in many of the 
parks the past 54 years.

I am not a fan of large events at the parks. The purpose many 
people go to the parks is for its serenity, peace, views, and a 
special place away from the crowds. Large crowds would run 
against all this. But, if a large event did take place, a major 
concern I have is The environmental impact on the park. 
Especially, if it is close to a large body of water such as a 
lake or river. Garbage, defecation, litter, and water safety 
(especially if alcohol is served) are all concerns.

109

For hiking and walking. There should only be a few a year and they should be events 
that are well run and managed. I don't think that multiple day, 
over night events are a good fit. For example Kalidascope is 
what we don't want. But maybe the mud run event (I can't 
think of it's name) would be a good event.

110

I use county parks at least once per 
month.

I live just outside Springfield off Jasper road. When there are 
large concerts in Buford Park I can hear the music inside my 
home. At times I have thought the music was coming from a 
neighboring home. I am less than a mile from where the 
concerts are held. In the summertime we sleep with our 
windows open but concerts interfere with our rest. I believe 
that it is appropriate for the county to provide a venue and 
Buford Park seems to be a good one, but in my opinion these 
should be limited to a few times per year and never beyond 
perhaps 10pm at the latest.

111

Frequently hike at Buford Park; do bird 
watching at Perkins Pennisula, 
Zumwalt and Richardson Parks.

I strongly feel that Lane County parks are NOT an 
appropriate venue for large events such as musical concerts. 
The only exceptions I would grant (or grandfather in) are for 
the Wildflower and Mushroom Shows at the Mt. Pisgah 
Arboretum, which have been going on for decades.
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Dog walking, dog training I understand that Blue Mountain Park is being considered for 
large events. I live close to that park and am strongly 
opposed to large events being held there. This is a quiet rural 
neighborhood and the noise, traffic etc would be very 
disturbing to the people and to the wildlife who live there. 
Also, the road is not meant for heavy usage and will 
deteriorate quickly. Please save this fragile area. Thank you.  
Lori Sloan

113

Recreation and nature hikes I would like to see events that draw 1,000 people or more be 
consistent with each parks Master Plan.  Mt Pisgah Master 
Plan for Buford Park  "is to provide varied opportunities for 
primarily low-intensity outdoor recreation and education 
activities while protecting, conserving, enhancing and 
maintaining the natural, scenic, historical, rural and 
recreational qualities of the park"  After experiencing the 
effects of large concerts and events, I would like to see these 
events not be offered at Mt Pisgah.  There are other 
appropriate venues for these events.  The Wildflower and the 
Mushroom events are more appropriate for Mt Pisgah.    
Thank you,  Gail Harris

114

I visit, go for walks, mainly at Mt. 
Pisgah Arboretum.

I always thought the Faerieworlds people were polite & 
respectful, but obviously it's not realistic to expect people 
generally to behave that way, so I think events drawing that 
many people to a park are bound to be destructive and 
should not be allowed.

115

to walk in and enjoy the natural 
settings and to picnic

Lane County Parks are not appropriate venues for large 
events that often accommodate loud music, generate lots of 
traffic, damage plant life, and disrupt wildlife patterns in 
natural park settings. Lane County doesn’t have the 
resources to properly monitor events and enforce rules. Too 
often drug use and sales are a component of large events. 
For all these reasons people for miles around are 
inconvenienced and can’t rightfully enjoy their home places. 
Livestock and pets that live near large, noisy events are 
frightened.  Please respect our county parks and maintain 
peace, quiet and healthfulness within them.

116

I visit the parks to walk, photograph, 
see wild flowers and also for walks 
with my small (on leash) dog.

When a park, like Mt. Pisgah is known as as a sanctuary for 
fragile plants and animals and enjoyed by residents who care 
for this special quality, then that park is a particularly 
inappropriate place for large crowd events.

117

I Hike regularly at Mt. Pisgah / Buford 
Park and  attend small one day events 
which end late afternoon.

Large gatherings are INAPPROPRIATE at Mt. Pisgah / 
Buford Park and most other Lane County Parks. Please 
preserve Lane County's tradition of minimal impact policies 
for our most valuable natural  resource parklands.    Thank 
You
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Buford Park often  Fern Ridge Parks 
on occasion

This is NOT EVER an appropriate use of county parks unless 
specifically park-oriented, e.g. mushroom festival etc.

119

To get away from everything urban 
and relax, meditate, swim and 
rejuvenate.

Large events in LCP s must have everything to do with the 
individual park. A nature park should have nature and 
educational events. A man made park should have large 
events for music festivals.    Common sense makes this 
appropriation of large events for parks easy to figure out, 
really.

120
Hiking, walking, viewing wildlife These events are NOT suitable for Buford Park/Mt Pisgah

121

Recreation, Camping, 
Attend/participate in Events

I believe our parks are a great resource for all sorts of events. 
In my opinion, there are ways to manage it without banning 
activities:  put limits in place, such as only so many permits 
are allowed each year...hours of use (daylight)...consider why 
most parks are closed at dusk now, why would that be 
expected to change...I believe parks are for multi-use 
purposes and hope that the task force fights to keep access 
available.  If you have any questions about my comments, 
you can write to the email provided.

122

We go hiking, camping, walks, 
swimming, have meetings and work 
on 12 step work.  I have enjoyed 
getting myself, friends and family out 
and enjoying our beautiful parks and I 
find it very easy exercise for many 
families.

I love large concerts and Faerieworlds was amazing each 
time it was at Mt. Pisgah.  We always picked up our trash and 
recycled at the event and tried to leave a minimal impact on 
the environment.  It felt very family friendly and safe to gather 
even though there was a large amount of people drinking 
alcoholic beverages and probably consuming marijuana, 
(even though I personally did not see that happening)

123

Hiking, nature walks I am not in favor of large events for these reasons; 
disturbance to natural habitats of birds, waterfowl, animals, 
and people in surrounding neighborhoods. This park 
provides a place for people and animals to enjoy peace and 
quiet away from the noise and congestion of the city. It is well-
maintained by a dedicated group of volunteers to insure that 
the park is kept clean and free of crime.  Please don't let this 
park become a place of noise and traffic congestion. There 
are many other places in Lane County to host large events.

124

I use Zumwalt Park daily.  I walk, 
exercise my dog.  Sit peacefully and 
relax.

I live within 3 blocks of Zumwalt and can hear the parties 
when camping is allowed on Thursday, Friday and Saturday 
during the Country Fair and that is a lot less than 1000 
people.  I would not like the traffic and the noise in our 
peaceful neighborhood.

125

Hiking, picnics, bird and flower walks Parking is a problem (space, not organization)  NOise is a 
concern.  Trash is a concern.  It's great to get people outside, 
and especially children away from technology and towards 
understanding and appreciating the earth.
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Over time, I have used Blue Mountain 
Park, Buford Park/Mt. Pisgah, 
Armitage, Baker Bay, & Bake Stewart. 
I enjoy the wild flowers, the wetlands, 
the water access, hiking, and birding.

Why should public lands be used for large private events at 
all? Small rural parks should remain small rural parks. 
Private enterprise should take the risk and put these venues 
where there is little impact on nature or residents. I realize 
that this proposal is about money only; how does the Parks 
Department fund itself otherwise? Again, public lands do not 
need to subsidize private enterprise in this manner.    As one 
example: Blue Mountain Park is served by a narrow, twisty 
two-lane road that isn't even wide enough for the County 
Roads Dept. to place a edge-of-pavement fog stripe. It is at 
the ragged edge of emergency services from South Lane Fire 
and Rescue and the Sheriffs Department. The park well has 
lots of arsenic.    The park is mostly jurisdictional wetlands; 
what isn't wetlands is steep. Mosby Creek is the one of the 
last Willamette tributaries that doesn't have a dam blocking 
fish passage and hundreds of thousands of dollars have 
been invested by the Wetlands Council, Weyerhaeuser, and 
others to restore fish habitat.    The task force needs to set 
standards for access -- no small, twisty, too-narrow roads 
through residential neighborhoods. It must not allow (nor can 
it legally allow) for wetlands to be filled, drained or other wise 
be tinkered with. It has to understand that parking for 1,000 
attendees means parking for several hundred vehicles 
including buses. (Right now Blue Mountain Park has parking 
for approximately 25 cars.) 

It has to ensure safe drinking water. A Large Event at a small 
County park changes the character of the park and the 
neighborhood forever.    I am upset about the lack of public 
notice that this park is even being considered for this kind of 
activity. This appears to be an attempt to NOT notify the 
public when large ads are being run only days before a major 
public input session.     I want to thank the private citizens 
who formed the Large Events Task Force. They have gone to 
bat to solve a large problem. . The Country Fair solved this 
problem by buying their land, complying with all laws, and 
staying in close touch with the neighbors. The easiest, 
cleanest and most citizen-friendly plan is to not use any 
public lands for Large Events.

127

zumwalt, perkins point, Large events at these parks would create traffic problems 
because of congestion, and lack of adequate 
bicycle/pedestrian lanes on Highway 126, Ellmaker and 
Vista.  Zumwalt park is surrounded by a rural residential area 
which would be significantly impacted by large volumes of 
people.  This would be especially true of late night or noisy 
activities.
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Swimming, hiking, events related to 
plant sales, native plants, sustainable 
gardening, local history

This is one of the worst ideas I have heard come out of any 
planning group in years. The HBRA guidelines, for Buford 
Park specifically, and for others whose guidelines are for 
"parks", create places that enhance the surrounding areas for 
their intrinsic value as available open space close to urban 
areas. Having these parks makes living in a town like Eugene 
or Springfield attractive.

129

Recreation -- walking, hiking and 
running.  We have been purchasing an 
annual Lane County park permit for 
years.

It's all about time, place, manner.  Concerns we have are 
disorderly behavior, loud noise, alcohol/drug use or abuse, 
and mass activities such as volatile protests or other 
disruptive crowd dynamics.  Any group which desires to use 
a park for that many people should need to complete an 
application, have appropriate insurance, be charged with 
responsibility for actions of their group, place a significant 
deposit, and be held strictly accountable.  The County can 
institute whatever specific rules deemed appropriate via 
parks staff and others.

130

For relaxing walks, picnics, exercise. I would like to utilize the spaces for events. I go to a lot of 
community events and would like to see them held in nicer 
locations.

131

I attend Oregon Country Fair and 
camp at Zumwalt Park yearly (12 
years so far).

Having attended the temporary "Zumwalt Campground" at 
Zumwalt Park for several years I feel that converting the park 
to accommodate more permanent, live music event would be 
damaging to not only the park itself, but the neighborhood 
and the historical value of the park.     As a Washington 
resident I have had a chance to volunteer that past two years 
with the Friends of Zumwalt Park.  Their Saturday morning 
trail restoration project has given several of us not only a 
chance to give back to the park, but to learn more about the 
park history itself.  Damage to the Grandmother Tree alone 
by over use of the park would be historically and naturally 
ruining.

132

hiking, wildlife watching, swimming Totally opposed to large events in parks. People and wildlife 
need open quiet spaces. Use urban areas for crowds and 
noise.

133
I walk and sometimes picnic. Bottomlands area of Buford Park be consistent with the 

HBRA Master Plan.
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I understand that there is a possibility that Zumwalt Park will 
become a large events arena. I am EXTREMELY opposed to 
this. I live on Jeans Road, and if this becomes similar to the 
area on Seavey Loop, Mt. Pisgah area, it will involve the 
same negative situations: homes within a short distance, 
homeowners trying to get sleep when they arise early, HUGE 
traffic jams, as Jeans and Ellmaker are even narrower than 
Seavey Loop Rd.and there is NO safe parking to allow for the 
numbers of attendees to these types of events. Not to 
mention the peacefulness of the entire area, and nesting bird 
habitat; ALL will be severely negatively impacted if this is on 
the Lane County parks agenda. PLEASE!!!! Do NOT consider 
opening up Zumwalt park to these types of events! It will NOT 
be good for the neighborhood, or the wildlife in the area.

135 walking NO NO NO NO NO NO NO!!

136

I mostly use Mt. Pisgah. I think the uses should be consistent with the HBRA Master 
Plan which would preclude the use of Buford Park and others 
like it for events with 1000 people or more.  Thank you for 
your work on this.

137

I enjoy the Mt. Pisgah and Orchard 
Point areas the most since they are 
the closest to my residence. We use it 
for family picnics and just to relax by 
the water.

It will be fantastic if the parks could be used more frequently 
to host music festival events throughout the year.

138

I purchase parking permit to support 
parks and often use Richardson for 
swimming. Furthermore I use several 
parks along rt 36 as well as Perkins.

I believe zumwalt is not a suitable location due to lack of 
infrastructure ( parking, power, plumbing).  I live on vista 
drive and parking would directly impact my property.  
Camping for the OCF is well managed and I have no 
objection to this continuing. Other smaller events like Boy 
Scout weekends etc also have not been a problem. My 
concern is that larger events over 1,000 would negatively 
affect the natural ecology of the park and adversely impact 
the neighborhood. Thank you for this opportunity to share my 
views.

139 Mostly use the boat launches Concerned with cleanup and damage

140

Hiking, dog walks, bicycling, small 
events

While large events can be fun and a source of pride for our 
community, they are essentially an urban activity. We are so 
incredibly lucky to have peaceful, natural venues so close to 
our urban centers -- both for our own enjoyment as well as 
long-term sustainable living for creatures great and small. 
Please don't ruin our rare fortune by discounting our nearby 
very special places like Buford Park/Mt. Pisgah. Stick with 
event sizes that are compatible with the master plans for 
those facilities.
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Hiking, birding, biking, picnicking, 
enjoying nearby "wilderness"

Emerald Meadows in Buford Park is NOT a suitable venue 
for huge festivals. Please keep its use consistent with the 
guidelines that were set down when it was established. 
Thanks!

142

I go to photograph whatever I can find 
in some of them--sometimes to use 
the restroom.

I don't see any need for it.  Seems to me it would be a mess; 
they would make a mess to clean up; it would, of course be 
noisy and obnoxious.  They wear off the grass, and they 
vandalize.  And the persons attending probably never pay a 
parks fee in the first place.  Every time I go to a county park, 
the majority of the persons there do not have a parks pass or 
any kind of pass in their window.  If I lived near such an 
event, it would be horrible.  If you have managed this many 
years without large events, I can't imagine why you would 
want to start now.  Starting this would be an unnecessary 
mess and would set a precedent.

143

Walk our dogs every day. Large crowds bring problems , noise Zumwalt is the only 
place in Veneta where we can go to relax and watch nature 
with our dogs.

144

Personally I use the parks for general 
recreation activities with my family. As 
a business person in the hospitality 
industry I appreciate the value our 
parks offer to our residents but also 
see the opportunity to bring in dollars 
to support our local economy.

Events that utilize our parks bring in tourism dollars in the 
form of hotel nights, dining and shopping. These dollars 
provide jobs to our residents as well as support the general 
economy of the area. In addition these events (chosen 
wisely) showcase our great area to a larger audience - you 
never know who is attending and what opportunities they 
may bring to us in the future.

145

Walk dog.  Participate in races. This is a great use of park space.so long as the Parks are not 
over used and that such events are advertised ahead of time.

146

Zumwalt - take my dog there for an off-
leash outing for both of us

I heard that you were thinking of making Zumwalt be an on-
leash only park.  That would be a big mistake. We have 
almost no natural places in the county (or the State!) like 
Zumwalt where dogs can legally be off leash - let alone a 
place that has water, open areas, and forest areas all right 
there.  There are plenty of people-only and leashed-dogs 
only parks.  Please do not take away the one place where my 
dog and I can both exist naturally (leash walking does not 
exercise a dog properly--they have to be able to run and sniff 
at will for true physical and mental well-being) in a natural 
setting (not an overly sterilized/sanitized and barren and over-
crowded park like the dog parks in Eugene).    To the extent 
that having an event of more than 1000 people would keep 
me from enjoying Zumwalt with my dog off leash, I'm against 
the idea for Zumwalt.  Let's keep Zumwalt a nice, low-key, 
uncrowded place for people to enjoy.  Otherwise, why would 
we volunteer to maintain the park ourselves?     Thank you.
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Picnics, hikes, family activities, 
walking dogs, meditation and yoga.

I have strong objections to using Lane County parks for over 
1,000 people. That many people in one spot cause problems 
with parking and noise for neighbors. They pollute our parks 
with unnecessary waste and everyone drives to them (even 
when encouraged to carpool) causing even more damage to 
our environment. A large event such as an electronic musical 
festival bring even more problems such as the possibility of 
not one but many drug overdoses occurring in a small 
amount of time and organizers fail to have enough medical 
staff on site to address these kinds of issues. I would prefer 
we limit such events. Eugene is a small town with many 
festivals we enjoy that are family friendly. We are not 
Portland and I sure hope we aren't headed in that direction.
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Zumwalt Rarely do I visit other parks in Lane County because Zumwalt 
meets almost all my needs. It is local, uncrowded, safe, 
clean, peaceful, full of bird sounds,dog friendly, unspoiled, 
grassy, heavily treed but with some open meadow space---- 
a real oasis of tranquil beauty. My husband and I have been 
enthusiastic members of Friends of Zumwalt since its 
inception and are proud of work FOZ does for our community 
and for those outside the Veneta/Elmira area who come for 
all the reasons listed above. Staging large events here would 
destroy all that we hold dear both for us and future 
generations.
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Dog walking daily at Zumwalt... This would be a travesty at Zumwalt, not to mention 
prohibitively expensive.    LEAVE ZUMWALT ALONE!!    
Generate your revenue somewhere else!!!
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Zumwalt - Oregon Country Fair 
camping

It has been brought to my attention that Lane County is 
interested in developing its parks for large events. While such 
development is no doubt worth considering, I am concerned 
about the ramifications policy might make on one specific 
and isolated park in which I have spent a great deal of quality 
time over the years: Zumwalt. I am told that it is only open as 
a campground for that one weekend a year and it receives 
the loving care of devoted locals and concerned campers 
during that use. It is limited in its services and, while offering 
those of us who have gotten used to calling it home for that 
second weekend in July a common bond, its fragile riparian 
zone and the spreading roots of its majestic trees would be 
put in peril by such development. My underlying request is 
that your task force please consider exempting Zumwalt Park 
(we call it Zumwalt Campground) from your development 
plans (there are other campgrounds around the OCF site 
that, if under similar scrutiny, might bear the same 
consideration.     I recognize the irony of using our large 
event as a case against developing the space for large 
events, but hope you can discern the merit of my comments.
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I grew up in the area, and I still visit 
with my family. We stay at places like 
Zumwalt for Oregon Country Fair, and 
have had picnics and gatherings at 
various others.

I'm speaking specifically in reference to Zumwalt. Opening 
Zumwalt for large gatherings, installing power and facilities 
and extending parking to enable large events at Zumwalt 
would be a violation to the sanctuary-like atmosphere of the 
the park. This could seriously impact the neighborhood and 
destroy the area's peaceful nature.
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Hiking We are opposed to holding large events at Mount Pisgah or 
other parks in Lane County.  Large events disturb wildlife, 
people not involved with the events, and are not compatible 
with the intended use of the parks.
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Often during the summer to take the 
kids for a fun filled day of rest and 
relaxation in the glorious surroundings 
of Oregon parks

The Lane Events Center hosts large events in the middle of a 
thriving neighborhood.  And it is County owned.  Why 
shouldn't the Parks tie in to that revenue source.  I can't think 
of anything better than having a concert (or whatever) in the 
park where you can kick back and enjoy the view and the 
entertainment at the same time.

154
yes, for family recreation and hiking 
and connecting with nature

no large events in Lane County parks, PLEASE

155
Hiking birding walking dogs I'm sure events are advertized well enough in advance and 

they are infrequent enough to deal with.

156
Hiking - regular (almost daily) user There should be no large events at Mt Pisgah other than 

educational events. Absolutely no music festivals.
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For hiking, walking, quiet, wildflowers, 
native plants and picnics.

Educational events at Mt. Pisgah are wonderful.  Large music 
events are not.  Perhaps one are can be designated for this 
type of event without disturbing neighborhoods and others 
that are enjoying parks such as Mt. Pisgah.  I would come to 
a music festival, but I also want to enjoy serenity in nature.
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Walking at Mt. Pisgah argoretum.  I 
used to hike on the mountain but I 
can't do that any more.

Mushroom and  Wildflower festivals are great but amplified 
music performances are obnoxious and the crowds they draw 
are ecologically destructive.  Please keep amplified music 
out of this park.
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Walks We live on Ellmaker Rd. in Veneta and feel it would be a 
great disruption to us to have large events at Zumwalt Park.
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I use parks for recreation mainly hiking 
and walking. Boating biking.

There is a huge difference between events such as the 
wildflower festival and concerts. The environmental impacts 
of these kinds of events need to be weighed heavily. So does 
the noise levels of these events. Nightime events that are 
loud maybe shouldnt be allowed.
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Hiking, events, recreation, learning I think that they are okay. We all have to deal with noise 
wherever we live. Fourth of July fireworks, street fairs, 
marathons and more. I don't think they should be an 
everyday or weekend event but every other month seems 
reasonable.      These events do draw people into our 
community that spend money here that wouldn't normally.  I 
can live with some inconvenience, frustration if it benefits our 
community as a whole.
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I hike Buford Park weekly, kayak at 
Fern Ridge and Coyote Creek, go to 
other parks occasionally.

I am against it. It impacts residents and users who go to 
parks for quiet and family gatherings.
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Hiking. No large gatherings should be allowed.  Only nature walks 
and small educational events. The only musical event 
allowable: the singing of birds.
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Camping  Hiking  Boating  Fishing I live in the Zumwalt Park neighborhood. The nice thing about 
our area park is the peace and quiet to be found there. Its 
getting harder and harder to find a park such as Zumwalt 
these days. Its a wonderful place for family picnics and walks. 
In the 15 years we have lived in Veneta it has been a staple 
to our lives. The thought of having this beautiful place turned 
into a party place is very disturbing and would be a very 
tragic loss to our community.
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Picnic, relax, play with kids, swim This will detract from the peaceful environment that the parks 
currently have. (Zumwalt) I strongly oppose allowing large 
groups or events allowed here. With large groups come 
increased crime, drug abuse, excessive drinking and traffic 
which is exactly what we live here to get away from. I strongly 
encourage you to not allow the zumwalt park to be a setting 
for this. Thank you Ed Meyer
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This is email added to the comment form by jfh  
__________________________________________      
Subject: neighbor comment on Large Events at Blue 
Mountain Park     To:  John Helmer, Chair, Lane County 
Large Events Task Force  To:  Mike Russell, Director, Lane 
County Parks    Monday, June 1, 2015    Comments to Mike 
Russell, Director of Lane County Parks Department, Eugene, 
OR.  Please forward this to John Helmer, Lane County Large 
Events Task Force. as I do not have the correct address for 
him.  76554 Blue Mountain    Neighbors of Blue Mountain 
School Park ... together with the neighborhood native birds, 
animals and pristine native plants... are writing to let you 
know of the many, daily public comments that Blue Mountain 
wildlife make about the highest and best use of Blue 
Mountain School Park.      The best use is as forest and water 
habitat refreshed daily by showers that linger as mist in the 
cool creek and trees site, and is a source of life daily for 
native plants and wild life.  Renewable uses by small local 
hiking groups and our neighborhood bird watching friends, 
together with occasional family picnics, and shady fish pools 
for spawning are compatible with this very natural site, as 
well as are small groups of holiday and weekend naturalists 
enjoying watching how the natural world interacts in a  wet, 
mossy moist habitat that is healthy and supports this 
renewable use.      
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Greater public use generates real and frequent problems. 
Mud at this wet site, and myriad narrow forest roads cause 
real driving problems for law enforcement and drivers who 
are lost and have incorrect GPS maps, and do not know how 
to use their GPS (global positioning programs) equipment.  
Yes, public safety vehicles who try to meet the needs of lost 
drivers or deal with vehicles stuck in mud or with engine 
problems, can be delayed this way, too.     This park is a very 
wet site. and vehicles often find they are stuck without help 
because rescue services are 16 miles round trip away in 
town and back.  Neighbors are often asked to help, but it is 
not appropriate.  Many more vehicles get lost or have car 
trouble, which cause visitors to regularly knock at isolated 
neighborhood homes to ask for help out in this remote 
location.  The Sheriff no longer responds, and many 
neighbors cannot, either.     This remote location of Blue 
Mountain Park will not be suitable to promote for large Lane 
County events.
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I mainly use Zumwalt Park as my 
neighborhood park. I hike to the park 
and enjoy the peaceful atmosphere 
along the shore of Fern Ridge.

I don't believe it is appropriate to hold large, loud events at a 
park situated in a residential neighborhood, such as Zumwalt. 
This would create unsafe volumes of traffic, loud louse and 
spoil this Park. I believe parks such as Richardson, Perkins 
Peninsula and Orchard Point are more appropriate as they 
are situated along well traveled roads and are not 
surrounded by a residential neighborhood.


